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MG Carbs (Pair)
MGB HS4
MGB HIF4
MGC HS6
Midget HS2, HS4 ﬁxed jet
MG V8 HIF6
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

£
359.95*
399.95*
399.95*
359.95*
489.95*

Radiators

£

MGA
MGB Rear Fill
MGB Centre Fill
MGB 76 on
MGC
MGB V8
Midget X-Flow
Midget V-Flow
Midget 1500
MGB Heater Matrix (uprated)
Midget Round Matrix
MGF Heater Matrix

159.95
159.95
129.95
129.95
164.95
159.95
104.95
149.95
126.95
54.95
69.95
59.95

Brake Parts

£

MGB Disc & Pad Kit (Standard)
MGB Disc & Pad Kit (Six Slot, Mintex Pads)
Midget Disc & Pad Kit (standard)
MGF/TF Front Disc & Pad Kit (standard)
MGF/TF Rear Disc & Pad Kit (standard)
Brake Drums (each) from
MGB Caliper (New)
Midget Caliper (New)
MGA Caliper (New)
MGC Caliper (New)
Shoe Sets from
Shoe Fit Kits from
Wheel Cylinders from
Handbrake Cables from

39.95
74.95
35.95
69.95
69.95
10.85
39.95
39.95
59.95
59.95
9.95
10.45
8.45
12.95

Rear Leaf Spring Kits
MGB Roadster Chrome/Rubber Bumper
MGB GT Chrome/Rubber Bumper
MGB GT V8 Chrome/Rubber Bumper
Midget 1275cc/1500cc
(Includes Bushes & Fitting Kit worth £14.95)

Parabolic Rear Spring Kit
Lead Free Engines
Midget 1275
Midget 1500
MGB models
MGB 2000cc
MGB 2000cc Balanced
MGB V8 4.0L New
K-Series 1.8 Standard
Castrol Running-in Pack
Engines are fully warrantied for 12 months
with unlimited mileage.
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

Parts Order Lines:
+44 (0)1954 230928

mgocspares.co.uk
Water Pumps

Telescopic Damper Kits
MGB Front Telescopic Conversion from
MGB/C/A Rear Telescopic Conversion from
Midget Front Telescopic Conversion
Midget Rear Telescopic Conversion

£

MGA
V8
MGB
MGC
Midget 1098, 1275
Midget 1500
MGF/TF from

27.95
69.95
24.95
59.95
14.95
29.95
16.95

Shock Absorbers
MGB & Midget Front or Rear
MGA Front or Rear
MGB & Midget Uprated Front or Rear
MGC Front Shock Absorber (each)
MGF Front Shock Absorber (each)
MGF Rear Shock Absorber (each)
MGTF Comfort Handling Pack
MGF Hydragas Replacement Kit
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

Stub Axles

Fuel Pumps

MGB Pre-set with Needle Roller Bearing
MGB Pre-set Standard
Midget Pre-set Standard
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

£

SU (Mechanical Points, Neg. Earth) from
Hardi Electronic (Dual Polarity) from

89.95
69.95

Recon Gearboxes
MGB from
Midget 1275cc from
Midget 1500cc from
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

Distributors
MGB/Midget 25D4
MGB 45D4
Midget 1500
MGB /Midget 25D4 (New)
MGB C/B 45D4 (New)
MGB R/B 45D4 (New)
MGB Performance 43D4
Midget 1500 (New)
Ignition Service Kits from
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

£

MGB Roadster Chrome Bumper Banjo
204.95
MGB Roadster Chrome Bumper Tube
204.95
MGB GT Chrome Bumper
204.95
MGB Roadster Rubber Bumper
204.95
MGB GT Rubber Bumper
204.95
MGB GT V8 Chrome Bumper
204.95
MGB GT V8 Rubber Bumper
204.95
(Free Urethane Bushes & Fitting Kit worth £44.95)

£
1605.00*
1590.00*
1650.00*
2235.00*
2370.00*
3990.00
1530.00*
54.95

£
119.95
119.95
154.75
144.95

£
89.95*
89.95*
89.95*
79.95
79.95
79.95
99.95
89.95
24.95

Electronic Ignition

Parts Order Lines:

+44 (0)1954 230928
Mon - Fri 8:30 - 17:30
Sat 9:00 - 12:00

£

1-2-3 Distributor MGB from
1-2-3 Distributor MGA from
1-2-3 Distributor Midget from
1-2-3 Distributor MGC
1-2-3 Distributor V8
CSI Distributor MGB/A from
CSI Distributor Midget
CSI Distributor MGC
CSI Distributor V8
Accuspark Stealth 4cyl/6cyl/8cyl

269.95
299.95
264.95
324.95
494.95
294.95
294.95
309.95
489.95
34.75

Recon Overdrives
All Types
* (Exchange Surcharge Applies)

Axles & Diffs
MGB Used C/W & Pinion
MGBV8 Conv New C/W & Pinion
MGB Banjo Differential
Midget Differential from
* (C.O.U. or like for like)

£
269.95
189.95
690.00
294.95

£
37.45*
47.95*
47.95*
24.95
78.95
78.95
720.00
945.00

£
104.95*
74.95*
74.95*

£
795.00*
795.00*
695.00*

£
499.95*

Classic Oils & Fuel Additives
£
495.00*
975.00*
345.00*
285.00*

Classic Valvemaster Plus 250ml
Classic Valvemaster Plus 6 for price of 5
Castrol Classic Oil XL20w/50 1 Gallon
Castrol Classic Oil XL20w/50 1 Litre Top-up
Castrol Classic Oil XL20w/50 20L Drum
Castrol Classic Oil EP90 1 Litre
Castrol Classic Oil TQF 1 Litre (Auto)
Castrol Axle EPX 80w/90 1 Litre

UK EXPRESS DELIVERY AND WORLDWIDE DESTINATIONS

mgocspares.co.uk
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

MGOC Spares & Accessories, Octagon House, Swavesey, Cambridge CB24 4QZ, UK
sales@mgocspares.co.uk

£
14.95
74.75
34.50
8.60
125.25
12.50
12.50
8.95
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I love these awkwardly-posed promo
photos. Read about the development
of the MGA on pages 50-57.
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Motoring nostalgia
opefully, like me, you like a bit of
nostalgia when it comes to motoring.
I love poring over old black and
white promotional photos and brochures and
enjoy learning more about the history of car
manufacturers. This issue has plenty for history
buffs to get stuck into. There’s a feature on the
development of the MGA (pages 50-57) and
Graham Robson looks into the BMC Works
rally career of the Morley twins (pages 20-21).
Andrew Ralston talks about the little-known
badge engineering experiment to create an MG Mini (pages 46-47).
Mr Cooper’s name was used instead so that was not to be. The
Computervision MG Metro motorsport tribute car featured in this
issue (pages 38-44) is actually a bit more my era but, when growing
up, I was really only interested in classic cars and music from the
1960s. My taste broadened somewhat in the following years.
Having previously owned an MGF I am intrigued by Craig
Cheetham’s latest project to tidy up a tatty one (pages 68-71). There
are so many bargain Fs out there that can be improved with a bit
of TLC and a few second-hand parts. It’s really sad that the plans
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the MGF have been put on
hold due to the pandemic but we will have to think positively and
look forward to when we can all meet up at car shows again.
As well as readers emailing photos in to us, we often find stunning
MGs to feature in MG Enthusiast at shows. As we’ve not been able to do
that for a while we are offering you a chance to put together a feature
on your MG. Write around 1,500 words about your ownership of your
MG, take around 15 photos and email us at mg.ed@kelsey.co.uk
We’ll provide a 13-issue subscription for any features that we print.
I’d like to thank all of you who have subscribed to MGE or bought
a copy in shops, over the phone or online in the last few months.
We are all having to adapt to the ‘new normal’ and it’s great to have
your support at a time when staying safe is rather more important
than a car magazine. If you have missed any recent issues then you
can still buy single issues online at https://shop.kelsey.co.uk or by
phone. See page 12 for a run-down of each issue. You can also preorder the September issue at https://shop.kelsey.co.uk/MGE2010

H

Karen Drury, Editor
Technical Features: Readers wishing to carry out any of the tasks outlined
in technical features should ensure they have the necessary skills and
equipment to do so safely. Kelsey Media accepts no responsibility for any
injury or damage incurred in the process of following one of these features.

www.facebook.com/MGEnthusiast

MG Enthusiast is also available digitally. Please visit
www.mgenthusiast.com

www.pocketmags.com
MGE AUGUST 2020
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David Knowles updates us on international MG Motor news

MG ZS facelift
coming soon

The MG ZS facelift is on its way to UK showrooms with orders being taken now.
K dealers are already taking
orders for the new version
of the MG ZS, as previewed
in MGE. The new version has the
latest ‘MG Pilot’ technology and
modest changes to the interior to

U

go with the new grille.
Prices range from £15,495 to
£17,795, the latter for the top-ofthe-range ‘Exclusive’ version. A
new colour is Battersea Blue. More
details to follow once available.

E-MOTION IMAGINED
MGE readers may recall the stunning speculative
artwork of an imaginary MG sports car fusion
of the MG Icon concept and the FIAT 124
Roadster, which we featured back in
February 2016. Now the same talented
self-styled ‘automotive manipulator’,
who goes under the handle ‘Theophilus
Chin’, has done it again. This time the
rendering is almost certainly a lot
closer to reality, as a recent leak of

Chinese Patent Office images show that
the MG E-Motion is moving steadily
nearer to the showroom, as MG
Motor UK’s Daniel Gregorious
told us last year. The renderings
this time round were produced
for the popular Australian
automotive news site CarAdvice.
com, and we are grateful to
Mike Stevens, that website’s
Senior Producer, for exclusive
permission to use these images in MGE.
More news is expected to follow!
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MG6 FACELIFT – BUT NOT FOR THE UK
We’ve hinted in previous issues at
changes in the MG design theme,
and the face-lifted MG ZS – see
left – was the first time that the
new, sportier, less chrome-laden
version of the MG grille was seen.
The MG6 has now joined the new
look but, although there have
been many improvements to this
model which remains popular
in China and a handful of export
markets, it seems there is still
little prospect of it coming to more
traditional MG markets like the UK,
Australia or New Zealand. Apart
from the cost of re-engineering
a platform initially designed only
for left-hand drive, there remains
the simple fact that, at present,
the SUV market remains buoyant
whilst the saloon sector is weak.
Even so, SAIC’s ambitious
plans to sell a million MGs must
make it necessary to push a
broader choice of models in a
wider range of markets. Maybe
with the next generation MG6,
due in two years time, there
will be a different equation.

The latest ‘330TGI’ version of the facelifted MG6 saloon looks sportier than ever
thanks to its new grille and lamps. The green body colour is something of a
departure for the Chinese car market, where more traditional customers
remain superstitious about green. Presumably this is less of an issue for the
modern, younger audience that SAIC Motor is aiming to reach within China.

SAIC’S MISSION 100

We are promised by MG Motor’s Daniel
Gregorious that the MG5 Estate will be in
UK MG showrooms this autumn.

We hinted last month at SAIC’s
ambitious plans to sell a million
MGs per annum by the time SAIC
celebrates what it believes to be 100
years of MG in 2024, but what will
this mean in practical terms? In 2019
(before the Covid-19 crisis) SAIC
sold 298,000 MGs, of which 139,000

were exported. For the immediate
future, there are plans for seven MG
model updates by the end of 2021,
with at least three of those promised
as all-new. EVs are likely to be at
the forefront with the potential of
bigger, more luxurious SUVs as well
as more sporting models like the
production version of the E-Motion.

UK AUCTIONS
CONTINUE
Even in these testing times UK
auction houses are continuing to
provide services to their customers,
including Historics, celebrating
its 10th anniversary with a live
‘Grand Summer Sale’ on 18 July at
Windsorview Lakes, Datchet, Berks.,
with viewing at a spacious 100-acre,
open-air venue to meet health and
safety requirements. Details: www.
historics.co.uk +44 (0)1753 639170.
www.mgenthusiast.com

Historics will auction this 1934 J2 on 18 July 2020, along with several other MGs.
MGE AUGUST 2020
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AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
MG sales are growing significantly
down under, with the MG HS having
got off to a good start in Australia. A
new version – the AUS$36,990 MG
HS Essence – has been added to
the range as the top model, sitting
above the existing ‘Vibe’ and ‘Excite’
HS variants. Standard on the new
Essence is the panoramic ‘stargazer’
sunroof, a 360-degree camera to
help with parking and a sportier
interior trim design including the
option of a bold red trim colour.
The five-star safety test results
of the MG HS have undoubtedly
helped bolster the credentials of
what is essentially a new player in
the Australian and New Zealand
market place. New dealerships are
being added all the time, with five
new ones in the state of Victoria

MG Motor Australia’s Sydney City MG
dealership features this awardwinning wall sculpture, entitled:
‘Electric Meets Reality’. It is said
to be inspired by the MG ZS EV.

The MG HS Essence, a new
top model for Australia
and New Zealand, has
recently gone on sale,
priced in Australia
at $36,990.

alone. Unlike in the UK, the MG3
is sold only in automatic guise but
has proved a popular entrée into
car ownership for younger drivers.
The ZS is also making headway
and, later this year, will be joined by
the ZS EV priced at AUS$46,990.
Peter Ciao, MG Motor Australia and
New Zealand CEO, told us: “We are
grateful for our customers’ ongoing
support. Our continued growth, with
new dealer partners and exciting new
iterations like the HS Essence, provides
more choice and better access for
service and sales around the country.”
Meanwhile Danny Lenartic,
Marketing and Product Director of MG
Motor Australia, has been celebrating
an unusual series of awards for a car
company – a sculpture that features
in the company’s flagship Sydney MG
showroom to celebrate the imminent
arrival of the ZS EV. The installation,

The HS Essence comes as standard
with the ‘Stargazer’ opening sunroof.
by local designers Eden Creative
Media and Untitled Studios, won
a number of international design
awards. “It is a celebration of the path
to electric innovation – the future – so
it’s only fitting that it’s installed in
the dealership located in Alexandria,
the historic home of MG in Australia,
where the first MG cars were sold
many years ago,” said Lenartic.

NEWTON COMMERCIAL MAKES PPE
Newton Commercial, manufacturer of trim products for British
and European classic cars, including MGs, responded to the
global pandemic by getting involved in design, manufacture
and distribution of PPE for Suffolk-based care workers and
key workers since the UK lockdown started in March.
Collaborating with Andy Gardiner, a furloughed local teacher
who was making face shields, a funding website and distribution
network of over 50 volunteers making and distributing PPE
was set up, with over 10,000 items being made to date.
Jonny Newton, Managing Director, said “We had to adapt
immediately to Covid-19. We export over 40% worldwide
and although most international trade customers have been
open, we have found a surge in orders from UK individuals
working on their cars at home. I strongly believe that British
manufacturing will become key to driving us out of this
Covid-19 downturn and our British engineering and British
manufacturing should strive to be the best in the world.”
8
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Newton Commercial has been teaming up with the local
community to supply PPE for care workers in Suffolk.
www.mgenthusiast.com

MG MOTOR
INDIA NEWS
MG Motor India may have a very
different range of models on offer to
the rest of the world but the business
has had to face the same Covid-19related pressures as everyone else.
After great sales success of the
MG Hector, commercial activities
were severely affected by the
pandemic restrictions. MG Motor
India devised some novel ideas
to help build confidence amongst
their growing customer base.
The so-called ‘Shield+’ programme
involved the introduction of a virtual
showroom called ‘MG V PHY’ (‘Virtual
Physical’) which facilitates interaction
with the showroom via an automated
interface, using QR codes and audio
product feature demonstrations. In
addition, to help reassure customers
nervous of infection, the company
has introduced a comprehensive
in-car sterilisation and disinfection
process using Medklinn Cerafusion.

The latest MG Motor India model, MG Hector Plus, entered production on 16 June.
In addition to the specific customer
focus, MG Motor India has donated
100 MG Hectors to front-line
medical staff and carried out the
sanitisation of 4,000 police vehicles
across India. A Hector was also
converted to an ambulance for the
local hospital in Halol and, like many
automotive businesses across the
world, some of its production output
was switched to the manufacture
and assembly of ventilators to help

During the Covid-19 pandemic, MG Motor India’s Halol plant turned some of its
focus to making ventilators to help treat patients suffering its extreme effects.

MG ZS EV is destined for sale in India in
late 2020, as long as import tariffs do
not cause a problem for the new model.
with the critical medical effort.
The new Hector Plus has entered
production, kicking off at the MG Motor
India plant at Halol on June 16th. The
new model has more space inside
and features what the company calls
‘captain’ seats that offer more space
for passengers in the middle of what
are now three rows of seats – the
rearmost seats are described by the
company as being aimed at teenagers.
An MG Motor India spokesman told
us that, in addition to the expanded
seating, the new Hector Plus “...comes
with a premium new look including
the all-new headlamps, front grille,
front and rear bumpers, new tail light
design and revised skid plates.”

FOR THE

S P E C I A L I ST C A R I N S U R A N C E W I T H YO U I N M I N D

01480 400 778
www.mgenthusiast.com
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FIRST FOR EVERYTHING MG!
MGF/TF

Horn mount brackets, St/Steel
YEB100800SS
£7.15
Horn mount brackets, St/Steel, Black YEB100800SSB £7.80
Radiator Top Mount, St/ Steel
ABU460310SS £8.35
Radiator Top Mount, St/ Steel, Black ABU460310SSB £9.55
Subframe Mounts, Solid Type. 2 bolt KGE000110
£23.95
ABS mount Bracket, St/ Steel
SRU102100SS £40.75
ABS mount Bracket, St/Steel, Black
SRU102100SSB £47.95
Clutch Alignment Tool
BGF205
£16.75
Water Low Level Sensor Kit
BGF1111
£167.95
+RRG0RGLÀFDWLRQ6WUDSVSDLU
DJE000010Z
£25.98
Alloy Heater Knobs, set of 3, polished or Satin, For MGF or Late
MGF (2000 on) and TF. Please
state which you require.
BGF9021-24
£36.50

MG TA, TB, TC

Dynamo Adjuster Link
Box Spanner, 6 sided rear hub
Spring Starter Motor Bracket
Fuel Gauge Fixing Strap
Front Oil Thrower
Heatshield, MG TC
Hub Tool, 8 sided nut Rear axle
Large Brass Core Plug

AAA5831
£23.95
GAC1052
£39.55
53683
£14.95
AJH5185
£9.55
AAA5278
£6.60
GAC1036
£47.95
GAC1502BG
£59.95
AAA5561BRASS
£3.00
Camshaft, XPAG/XPEG, Lock Tab
AAA5593
£5.65
Electronic Distributor, neg earth, without gear
27H5183CSINE £330.00
Electronic Distributor, positive earth
27H5138CSIPE £330.00
Oil Filter Conversion-Spin on
GAC8001
£142.26
Small Brass Core Plug
CA1056BRASS
£2.34
High Quality Oil Pressure Pipe
AAA627HQ
£17.95
Oil/Water Gauge Strap
AJH5186
£9.55

MG TD AND TF

MGA

Alloy Radiator
ARH120ALY
£249.95
RH Horn Bracket
AAA2088
£20.38
Heel Mat, Carpet
CRM2001X
£10.20
Oil Pressure Pipe, high quality
AAA627HQ
£17.95
Rear Axle Hub Tool
GAC1500BG
£59.95
Oil/Water Gauge Strap
AJH5186
£9.55
Front Valance Stainless Steel Screw Kit MGA9022SS
£10.75
Front Wing Stainless Steel Kit
MGA9090SS
£23.70
Floorboard Screw and washer set, st/steel
MGA9103SS
£59.95
Toyo 165/80 R15 87T TL330 Tyre
T1R8000
£71.99

Exhaust to Gearbox Bracket
128742
£23.64
Dynamo Adjuster Link
AAA5831
£23.95
Spring Starter Motor Bracket
53683
£14.95
Clutch Return Spring to Sump Bracket AAA5800
£10.20
Uprated Gear Lever Spring
11G3144
£12.90
Rear Spring Shackle Plate
AAA854
£13.19
Steering Wheel Boss
MLB8BG
£91.20
Electronic Distributor, neg earth, without gear
27H5183CSINE £330.00
Electronic Distributor, positive earth
27H5138CSIPE £330.00
Heatshield
GAC1036
£47.95

MG MOTOR UK

MG3 Mark One Interior Styling Kits - Consist of Dashboard
Mats, Tambour Bin Surround, Side vents and radio surround
Piano Black and Red
BG3500
£59.95
Metallic Grey and Red
BG3502
£54.95
Piano Black and Metallic
Grey
(no side vents
BG3501
£49.95
Carousel 16inch Alloy wheel and Tyre
MG3 Fabric Mats, set of four
MG3 Spare Wheel and Tool kit
MG ZS Spare Wheel and Tool Kit
MG GS Fabric Mats, set of four
MG ZS Manual Fabric Mats, set of 4
MG ZS Auto Fabric Mats, set of four
MG3 Front Brake Pads, non OE
MG6 Petrol Front Brake Pads, non OE

30064821T £75.00
30073783
£48.00
30092045 £144.00
10160897 £168.00
10394095
£66.00
10160896
£66.00
10508798
£66.00
10025315Z £30.00
10008675Z £43.00

MG Morris Bear, Green Jumper
MG Buster Bear, Red Jumper
MG Cecil Bear, Green Jumper
MG Buster Bear, Green jumper
MG Badge Collection
MG Mugs, Black or Red

BGR68B
BGR68R
BGR68C
BGR68D
MM001
MM061/84

SERVICE PACKS

MGB

Alloy radiator, 1976-80 (r/bumper) NRP115ALY
£249.95
$OOR\5DGLDWRU5HDUÀOO
$5+$/<  
Alloy Radiator, MGB Centre Fill,68-76 NRP1142ALY £249.95
Fuel Gauge Fixing Strap
AJH5185
£9.55
Steel Billet Crankshaft
8G2750STEEL£2,034.00
Rear Axle Hub Tool
GAC1500BG
£59.95
Oil/Water Gauge Strap
AJH5186
£9.55
Toyo 165/80 R14T TL330 Tyre
T1R2050
£71.95

All service packs consist of Genuine MG parts - Oil Filter and
VXPSZDVKHU)XHO)LOWHU3ROOHQÀOWHUDQG$LU)LOWHU
MG3
MG3SERVICEK £63.25
MG6 Diesel
MG6SERVICEDK £125.00
MG6 Petrol
MG6SERVICEPK £58.74
MG GS
GSSERVICEK
£93.50
MG ZS Manual 2017 onwards
ZSSERVICEK
£79.80
MG ZS Auto 2017 onwards
ZSAUTOSERVICEKIT
£83.99

£13.00
£13.00
£13.00
£13.00
£28.95
£6.95

All prices are correct at time of going to press but may be subject to change. PLEASE MENTION THIS ADVERT WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDER TO OBTAIN THESE PRICES.
All orders subject to availability. All prices include VAT @20%. CARRIAGE EXTRA

ORD ER ON -LI NE

z

WORLDWI D E MAI L ORD ER AVAI L AB LE

WWW.UKMGPARTS.COM

MG WORKSHOP
 Service & MoT
 Accident repair
 All warranty &
insurance work
 Full Diagnostic
Analysis
 Performance
Upgrades
 Accessory Fitting
 Bodywork
 Paintshop
 4-wheel alignment
7\UHÀWWLQJRQVLWH

 Wheel Balancing
(inc wire wheels)
 Full or Part
restorations
 Competition
Preparation
 Air conditioning
recharge
 Car Storage
 Also cater for BMW
Mini & most
classic cars

Car Sales, Parts Sales & Workshop
Fax: 01462 896167 sales@ukmgparts.com
18 High Street, Baldock, Herts, SG7 6AS
Established 1977

CAR SALES

MAIN DEALER

As an MG Main Dealer we can offer sales of all the
new MGs. We also offer sales of classic MGs throughout the range. Call us now for a great deal on a new
MG or visit our website to see our latest cars in stock.

BACK ISSUES
£5.50 INCLUDING UK P&P £6.50 INCLUDING OVERSEAS P&P
MGTF V6 CONVERSION

MIDGET FORD ZETEC ENGINE!

A-SERIES TUNING GUIDE

CRASHED & REBUILT MIDGET

V8 ENGINE TRACK DAY MGB

ROB I SUGGEST TRYING
1132
1147
1145
1160

XPOWER MG6 RACING CAR

ZT-T ELECTRICAL FAULTS

PRIDE OF LONGBRIDGE

MG ERA AT BROOKLANDS

SERVICING TIPS: MGF & TF

Supercharged ZB Varitone Magnette

MG ZR 105

ELECTRIC UK MG ZS LAUNCHED

LOW-MILEAGE 1966 MG 1100

DOWNTON CLASSIC SHOW

Cherished MG Metro

BLOWN AWAY
PRISTINE

CHEVY V6
POWER

TURBOCHARGED K-SERIES VVC TF

E-MOTION CONCEPT NEWS

September 2019 / No. 380

MGTF DOOR LOCK REPAIR

BROMLEY PAGEANT PICS

XPOWER RACING NEWS

MG ZR TUNING AT SAWS

CLASSIC SHOW REVIEWS

MG BLUE STREAK SPECIAL

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

JUNE 2019 ISSUE NO.377 £4.99

MGF & TF SERVICE GUIDE

Restored 1934 PA

1960 MGA

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

MG3 RACE-READY FOR JUST £5K
MAY 2019 ISSUE NO.376 £4.99

RESTORATION SHOW PICS

August 2019 / No. 379

NUMBER
ONE!
The ﬁrst MGF Trophy 160 SE

MGF PROJECT:
READY FOR
SUMMER

JULY 2019 ISSUE NO.378 £4.99

RARE 1966 MKIV MAGNETTE

1929 MG 14/40

MGA bought to attend car events in style!

Superb MGC Roadster & MGC GT

SAVED FROM A
SCRAPYARD

TAMING THE
BEAST

July 2019 / No. 378

ULTIMATE ACCESSORY

SEPTEMBER 2019 ISSUE NO.380 £4.99

First-time resto: bought in boxes!

RALLY MGC

1936 MG PB racer

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

June 2019 / No. 377

THE DREAM TEAM

AUGUST 2019 ISSUE NO.379 £4.99

Unique TA Airline

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

May 2019 / No. 376

MODULAR MIDGET

MAY 2019

JUNE 2019

JULY 2019

AUGUST 2019

SEPTEMBER 2019

• 1972 MG MIDGET
• RALLYING MGC
• V6-ENGINED MGTF
• 1966 MG MAGNETTE

• MGC ROADSTER & GT
• MG3 RACING CAR
• MGF & TF SERVICING
• 1936 PB MIDGET

• B-SERIES 1960 MGA
• RESTO 1929 MG 14/40
• TURBO’D VVC MG TF
• MGF & TF SERVICING

• MGF TROPHY NO.1
• MODIFIED 1960 MGA
• A-SERIES TUNING
• 1966 MG 1100

• MG ZB MAGNETTE
• V8-ENGINED MGB
• MG ZS EV LAUNCH
• SUPERB MG METRO

MGB GT ”ONE MORE PROJECT”

October 2019 / No. 381

MGB JUBILEE LIMITED EDITION

MGF TROPHY DIY POWER TUNING

RV8: Chevy LS3 V8 power

THE GREAT PRETENDER
1989 TD2000 vs 1953 MG TD

November 2019 / No. 382

History lesson: The MG TF

December 2019 / No. 383

FRUGAL
FUN
Retirement toy for under £7k

Driven: Brand new MG HS

TATTY
TO TERRIFIC
Plenty of TLC revives tired 1968 MGC GT
RALLY
1977 BGT

ROAD TRIPPER 1994 MG RV8

RESTORED 1964 MGB ROADSTER

MODIFIED
ZT

January 2020 / No. 384

Living with an electric MG ZS

MY FIRST CLASSIC
MGC GT: an ideal
beginner’s
classic car

February 2020 / No. 385

XPower SV-R track day car

A COOL CUSTOMER

MODIFIED
2004 MG
ZS 180

BUY AN MG
FOR-SALE
LISTINGS
INSIDE!

Beautiful 1933 Midget J2 with
fascinating historical
letters from MG

MG ZS
V6 180

MG ZT SERVICING GUIDE

GOODWOOD REVIVAL PICS

MG6 XPOWER TCR RACING

MG POLICE CAR MODELS

NEW MG PLANT IN CHINA

OUR PROJECTS: V8 EFI MGB

CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW PICS

50 YEARS OF MGA REGISTER

MEMORIES OF A CURSED MGA TC

MGF STYLIST GERRY MCGOVERN

MG MOTORSPORT IN AUSTRALIA

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

FEBRUARY 2020 ISSUE NO.385 £5.50

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

JANUARY 2020 ISSUE NO.384 £4.99

OUR PROJECTS: MG ZS 120

RUST-BUSTING MG ZS PROJECT

COUNE BERLINETTE MGB MODEL
‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

NOVEMBER 2019 ISSUE NO.382 £4.99

NEW MG EXTENDER

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

NEWTON COMMERCIAL

OCTOBER 2019 ISSUE NO.381 £4.99

SILVERSTONE CLASSIC

PERFORMANCE MODIFIED L2 MAGNA

MG ZS 120 SAVED FROM THE SCRAPYARD

DECEMBER 2019 ISSUE NO.383 £4.99

MG3 PEAK DISTRICT ADVENTURE

OCTOBER 2019

NOVEMBER 2019

DECEMBER 2019

JANURY 2020

FEBRUARY 2020

• TD2000 vs 1953 MGTD
• FAB MG ZS V6 180
• CHEVY-ENGINED RV8
• 1972 MGB GT RESTO

• 1972 MIDGET RESTO
• MG TF HISTORY
• ZT SERVICE GUIDE
• 1977 RALLY MGB GT

• RESTO 1968 MGC GT
• MODIFIED 2004 MG ZT
• TUNED L2 MAGNA
• MG HS LAUNCH

• 2004 MG ZS180
• LOVED 1968 MGC GT
• MG ZS EV ROAD TRIP
• 1964 MGB ROADSTER

• COOL 1933 MIDGET J2
• XPOWER SV-R BEAST
• MG ZS PROJECT CAR
• GERRY McGOVERN

FINAL FLING LAST DAYS OF MG AT ABINGDON

BMC WORKS MGC-GTS RACER

AUSTRALIAN MOTORKHANA FUN

BROOKLANDS NEW YEAR EVENT

MG METRO 6R4 3-LITRE ENGINE

OUR ZS PROJECT IS COMPLETED

TECH QUESTIONS ANSWERED

RESTORED 1933 J2 MIDGET

Rebuilt 1979 MGB
with Rover V8
power

OUR MG
PROJECTS

TECH QUESTIONS ANSWERED

MGB GT GETS RV8 MAKEOVER

MGF/TF

ZT-T 260

BEHIND THE SCENES AT MG CAR CLUB’S KIMBER HOUSE

THE MIDGET V SPITFIRE BATTLE

25

May/June 2020 / No. 389

YEARS
OF THE

GIANT-KILLING AT BATHURST

July 2020 / No. 390

THE STORY OF THE JUBILEE MGB

CONCOURS-QUALITY MG RV8
Pristine Japanese-spec
1995 RV8 is back
in Blighty...

DREAM ON: WHAT IF ABINGDON DIDN’T CLOSE DOWN IN 1980?

MAY/JUNE 2020 ISSUE NO.389 £5.50

RACE RETRO PICS • MGF PROJECT

KELSEYmedia

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

SIR STIRLING MOSS TRIBUTE

EXPERT MG TECHNICAL ADVICE

NEW MG SPORTS CAR CONCEPT

JULY 2020 ISSUE NO.390 £5.50

MG ADO 34 PROTOTYPE PROJECT
‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

Buy a restored
MG Midget for
instant fun

MARCH 2020 ISSUE NO.386 £5.50

MGB Roadster
is the perfect
retirement treat!

Spring 2020 / No. 388

KING OF THE ROADSTER

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

LIVE THE
DREAM
Classic
MG
for sale s
inside!

KELSEYmedia

ROVER V8-ENGINED MGB GT

SPRING 2020 ISSUE NO.388 £5.50

April 2020 / No. 387

ARRIVE AND DRIVE

MGA PROJECT CAR RESTORATION

‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

MG & CLASSIC
CAR SHOW
LISTINGS

KELSEYmedia

PROTOTYPE ZT
SPORTS AUTO 2020 EVENTS

RETIREMENT
PLAN
Lovingly-restored

MG TD AUSTRALIAN ROAD TRIP

MID-LIFE CRISIS CURE 1996 MGF

APRIL 2020 ISSUE NO.387 £5.50

March 2020 / No. 386

MODERN CLASSIC MG METRO

KELSEYmedia ‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

FILM STAR 18/80 MKII TOURER

MARCH 2020

APRIL 2020

SPRING 2020

MAY/JUNE 2020

JULY 2020

• 1973 MGB ROADSTER
• PROTOTYPE ZT AUTO
• WORKS MGC-GTS
• 18/80 MKII TOURER

• 1964 MKII MIDGET
• MODIFIED MGB GT
• RESTO MG METRO
• END OF ABINGDON

• MODIFIED 1979 MGB
• 1933 J2 MIDGET
• KIMBER HOUSE VISIT
• BIG-FUN 1996 MGF

• 25 YEARS OF MGF
• RV8 LOOKALIKE MGB
• AUSTRALIAN MG TD
• MGF SUSPENSION

• SUPERB 1995 RV8
• MGB JUBILEE STORY
• SIR STIRLING MOSS
• K3-INSPIRED SPECIAL

COMPLETE YOUR MG ENTHUSIAST COLLECTION BY ORDERING ONLINE:
https://shop.kelsey.co.uk/MGEback OR TELEPHONE: +44 (0)1959 543 747
12 MGE AUGUST 2020

Our order hotline is open:
Mon - Fri 8am-6pm (GMT+1)

www.mgenthusiast.com

Sussex Classic Car Parts,
Unit 28,
Huffwood Trading Estate,
Partridge Green,
West Sussex,
RH13 8AU

Adjustable Armstrong damper valves
£79.95 each (ref:AHH7217Q)
Factory fitment on many classic
MGs, Armstrong lever arm
dampers function by cycling oil
back and forth via internal porting
to a bi-directional relief valve.
The valve, which screws into
the body of the damper, uses
springs for bump and rebound
control. Today, owners wishing
to alter the operation of their original
dampers (typically for competition
purposes) can either replace the valves with an alternative assembled
with 25% stiffer springs and/or change the weight of the oil from standard
road SAE20 to heavier SAE30 viscosity for increased stiffness.
MGOC Spares offers adjustable Armstrong valves, designed to
convert standard Armstrong lever arm dampers in a similar fashion
to the Roadholder lever dampers available from Armstrong in the
1960s. Suitable for MGA, MGB, MGC and Midget, installation requires
removal of the damper, draining/refilling of oil and priming.
• +44 (0)1954 231318
• www.mgocspares.co.uk

Waxed canvas tool roll
£12.20 (ref: 77166)
Gunson now sells this traditional design
of tool roll. Strong stitching and two
leather tie-straps keep your tools in
place, with 14 pockets for spanners or
screwdrivers. Approximate rolled up
dimensions are (depending on tools)
50mm x 460mm x 60mm. Gunson also
produces a leather tool roll alternative.
• +44 (0)1926 815000
• www.gunson.co.uk

MGB indicator
conversion
£14 per pair
RPS has launched these adaptor plates
to enable the fitting of chrome bumper
indicator lights to a rubber-bumper
MGB wing. These sandwich between
the light and the wing and cover up the
hole that would be left after removal
of the rubber bumpers. Made from
fibreglass, they can be painted off the
vehicle and offer an alternative to the
steel plate alternative, which has to be
welded into place. Originally developed
for RPS’s own GRP valances, they
can be used by anyone carrying out a
chrome bumper conversion.
• +44 (0)7900 431244
• www.rps-ltd.info

AP caliper brake pad
retaining pins
£19.20 set of four pins
Mike Satur has come up with a
solution to replace the OE brake pad
retaining pins for the MGF and TF,
which can corrode into the caliper.
The new design uses stainless steel
pins, held in place with R-clips, which
are then re-usable. Suitable for both
two-pot and four-pot AP calipers.
• +44 (0)1782 373547
• www.mikesatur.co.uk
14 MGE AUGUST 2020

Spindle and bush
door lock repair:
MGA fixed-head
£52.80 each (ref: C501M)
Available from NTG Motor
Services is this repair kit for
the MGA fixed-head door
lock mechanism. Replaces
worn spindle and bush.
• +44 (0)1473 406031
• www.mgbits.com

www.mgenthusiast.com

Swindon Powertrain
electric motor

Britemax Extreme
Elements 2

£7,706.40 (starting price)
Known for the electric Swind
E conversion amongst
other things, Swindon
Powertrain is taking
orders for its own
compact EV 80kW power
unit, called the High Power
Density (HPD), which was devised
as a response to the lack of compact,
engineered EV systems available. It
is aimed at sports, recreation, light
commercial applications and classic
car conversions. SP says the ‘crate’
motor is suitable for OEMs, niche
vehicle manufacturers, electric car

£28.95 473ml
The manufacturer
says: Britemax
Extreme Elements
2.0’s new and
improved
formulation is a
super-durable
resin polymer
sealant that
offers a new
dimension in
durability, gloss
and protection.
MGE’s verdict:
This high-end
sealant has
amazing levels
of water beading
and protection
against
corrosion,
oxidation,
UV rays
and surface
contaminants.
With fantastic
TRIED &
durability this
TESTED
product is a
BY MGE
genuine rival to
the protection of
expensive, hard-to-apply ceramic
coatings in an easy-to-use,
cream-based product.

conversion
companies
as well as
the enthusiast
home mechanic.
The HPD EV 80kW production
unit is now smaller and lighter than
the concept, which was launched six
months ago, with a claimed weight
of 49.9kg including lubricants. The
motor features a brushless, permanent
magnet motor, transmission,
open differential and one metre of
cabling. The package size is now
just 441mm x 384mm x 228mm.
Options include transmission
ratios to suit tyre size and top speed
requirements, also two inverter
options depending on battery voltage
used, a limited slip differential,
drive shafts and cooling options.
• +44 (0)1793 531321
• www.swindonpowertrain.com

MGF front calipers
£59.95 each (ref: SEG10005 r/h front;
SEG10006 l/h front)
Following on from brand new replacement
rear calipers for MGF and TF models,
MGOC Spares now offers new front brake
calipers, supplied without carriers, suitable
for standard models fitted with the single-pot
front braking system and solid brake discs.
• +44 (0)1954 231318 • www.mgocspares.co.uk

• www.cleanyourcar.co.uk

Scholl Concepts S2 Black Limited Edition Set

£42.00
The manufacturer says: Scholl S2 Black, the extraordinary high performance
cutting compound, has been specifically developed for the detailer and
applications on used and weathered paint surfaces. Thanks to the
outstanding and extreme cut as well as the superior high-gloss features,
it knocks-out even the deepest and most severe paint imperfections in
seconds. The S2 Black high performance cutting compound can be used
on rotary and orbital high-stroke polishers. Use with the Red Cutting
and Blue Finishing Ninja pads that come in the Limited Edition Kit.
S2 Black Limited Edition Kit includes:
TRIED &
• 1 x S2 Black High Performance Compound 500g • 1 x Scholl Concepts cloth
TESTED
• 1 x Scholl Red Ninja Cutting Pad 5.5” • 1 x 5.5” Scholl Blue Ninja Finishing Pad
BY MGE
MGE’s verdict: First off, the presentation of this kit is fantastic and the product itself is
outstanding. This one-step compound cuts like an aggressive cutting compound but finishes
down like an ultra-fine finishing polish; as long as you select the right pad for the job you will always produce an LSP (last
step product) ready finish in just a single polishing step. This means no more multi-stage refining processes, saving time,
energy and cost. It works best by machine but can be used by hand for great results. It has amazing lubricity and can even
be used in direct sunlight without any caking or removal issues. The ’Ninja’ pads are fantastic to use and the design helps
keep temperatures down whilst machine polishing. Without doubt one of the best one-step compounds on the market.
• +44 (0)1780 721460 • www.scholl-concepts.co.uk

www.mgenthusiast.com
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MGA PROJECT CAR RESTORATION

Engine mystery
I wonder if anyone might be able to throw some light on the mystery of
the engine in my recently acquired MGB, of which I have no past history. I
was aware when I bought the car that the engine number did not tally with
the usual MG marking. The engine number plate has been removed and
the following inscribed on the block: N931679P, indicating that the engine
has gone through an overhaul process. The engine performs very well,
indicating a possible upgrade. As an import, I am assuming that the work
was done in the UK. Any leads to solve the mystery would be appreciated.
Norman Lee

July 2020 / No. 390

THE STORY OF THE JUBILEE MGB

CONCOURS-QUALITY MG RV8
Pristine Japanese-spec
1995 RV8 is back
in Blighty...

Just received my first subscription copy of MGE, a very professional
edition, well done to all concerned. I normally buy a copy from WH Smiths
but, due to Covid-19, I have taken a great value subscription out.
A question: have you thought about having MGE posted out in a
compostable wrapper to reduce the use of plastic? Octane magazine and
Enjoying MG, by the MG Owners Club, use a bio-degradable envelope.
Noel Wade
I think it’s a great idea to be honest, as there is just way too much plastic in this
world. I have several magazine subscriptions that also come in biodegradable
envelopes but sometime the postman struggles with keeping them dry on wet
days and the mags get ruined. I’ll certainly pass on your comments. [Jim]

Double date

The July issue made a great read during these
times of lockdown and provided such a marvellous
range of stories and features. Malcolm Robertson’s
story (p38) showed that dreams can come true
and Craig Watson’s excellent article (p50), about
how the Jubilee MGB GT came about, sets the
scene correctly for the MG Centenary in 2023.
However, just for the sake of clarity and accuracy
I must point out that Craig unfortunately fell
into the usual ‘confusion’ over the trademark
registration, which is often misquoted as 1 May
1924. The actual registrations were April 1928 for
use on cars and chassis and then January 1929
for use on bonnet catches, radiator badges and
tool boxes, as confirmed on the UK Government’s
Intellectual Property Office website: www.gov.uk/
government/organisations/intellectual-property-office
(reference UK00000490091 and UK00000499386).
It is not even known why Morris Garages claimed
the ‘first user date’ as May 1924, as the MG octagon

SIR STIRLING MOSS TRIBUTE

EXPERT MG TECHNICAL ADVICE

Fame at last
I have just got in from work
and was shocked to see my car
on the front of MG Enthusiast
magazine! You have made
this man very happy and I
can’t thank you enough.
Karl Foot

MG B Jub il e e l im ite d e d it io n

MGB Jub il ee li mit e d e dit io n

Celebration
confusion
As MG’s centenary rapidly approaches, we look at the MGB GT Jubilee
model. Released in 1975 to celebrate the company’s 50th anniversary,
it was at least a year too late. • WORDS AND MODERN PHOTOS BY CRAIG WATSON • HISTORIC PHOTOS: EARLY MG SOCIETY
50 MGE JULY 2020

NEW MG SPORTS CAR CONCEPT

www.mgenthusiast.com

The beginning and Old Number One
Just as it can be said that some
journalists never let the truth get
in the way of a good story, so too it
can be said that some companies
never let the facts get in the way of
a good marketing opportunity.
MG is a company with a proud history
that stretches back to the days when
Cecil Kimber, then General Manager
of Morris Garages in Oxford, organised
for a handful of Morris Cowleys to
be modified with special bodies by
Charles Raworth and sold as the Morris
Garages two-seater Super Sports
model. There was also the larger
Super Sports, on the Oxford chassis
and, earlier in the same year, a small
Chummy model on the Cowley chassis.

This was in 1923 and even as early
as 1927 these Raworth-bodied cars
were referred to by the company
itself, in a salesmen’s booklet
entitled The Story of the M.G. Sports,
as the first M.G. Sports Cars.
Morris Garages introduced the now
famous MG octagon emblem that
same year, used for the first time in
an advertisement in March 1923 for
the M.G. Super Sports Morris. The
MG octagon emblem was registered
by Cecil Kimber as a trademark of
Morris Garages on 1 May 1924. Many
people believe this date is the start of
MG as a car maker, with the official
90th anniversary events taking place in
2014. Others believe the correct date
for the start of MG production was with

This 1975 advertisement, celebrating
MG’s 50th, featured a B Roadster!

www.mgenthusiast.com
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was used in a Morris Garages advert of March
1923 in The Oxford Times. MGE has something for
all MG enthusiasts. Keep up the good work.
Keith Herkes.
Thanks for the kind words! Maybe MG should be like the
Queen and have two birthdays to appease everyone? [Jim]

Please send letters to: mg.ed@kelsey.co.uk or by post to: MGE, Kelsey Media, The Granary, Downs Court, Yalding Hill, Yalding, Kent, ME18 6AL, UK.
Letters may be edited for clarity or length. Views expressed in Postbag are not necessarily those of MGE.
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‘AN INDEPENDENT PUBLICATION’

Need to be green

KELSEYmedia

DREAM ON: WHAT IF ABINGDON DIDN’T CLOSE DOWN IN 1980?

JULY 2020 ISSUE NO.390 £5.50

If anyone can help Norman then please email: mg.ed@kelsey.co.uk [Jim]

High Quality Plug and Play
CE approved 6v, 12v, and 24v
Interior, Dashboard, Exterior &
Headlight LEDs plus electronic
Flasher Relays for Classic &
Modern Cars & Motorcycles.
Complete or part car upgrade kits
also available for many MG,
dƌŝƵŵƉŚ͕ƵƐƟŶ,ĞĂůĞǇΘ:ĂŐƵĂƌ
models. We can build a bespoke kit or part upgrade
ĨŽƌǇŽƵƌŽǁŶǀĞŚŝĐůĞŝĨŶĞĞĚĞĚ͘EĞŐĂƟǀĞĂŶĚWŽƐŝƟǀĞ
ĂƌƚŚƉŽůĂƌŝƟĞƐĂƌĞĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞĨŽƌĂůůĮƫŶŐƐ͘

We have units in stock for immediate despatch,
outright or exchange

FREE UK POSTAGE—WE POST WORLDWIDE DAILY
24 MONTH WARRANTY ON MOST PRODUCTS
ϱйKīǁŝƚŚǀŽƵĐŚĞƌĐŽĚĞĐůĂƐƐŝĐƐŵŽŶƚŚůǇϭ͘ϮϬ
Email: sales@classiccarleds.co.uk

www.mgenthusiast.com
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CORONAVIRUS NOTE: These events will only be able to take place if government guidelines allow. Whilst every
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of these listings, we recommend you check with the organisers before
travelling. To include your MG or classic car event, please send details to: MG Enthusiast, Kelsey Publishing Ltd,
The Granary, Downs Court, Yalding Hill, Yalding, Kent, ME18 6AL, UK or email: mg.ed@kelsey.co.uk
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AUGUST
31 MALLORY PARK
RACE DAY PICNIC
Organised by South Staffs
MGOC. Three lunchtime
parade laps. Cost is £13
each (pre-booked price
with password on gate).
Arrive by 10am to register
for the parade laps.
+44 (0)7743 012165
ngl.preston@gmail.com
31 YORKSHIRE CLASSIC
VEHICLE SHOW
Multi-marque event at
Ripley Castle, Ripley,
Harrogate. Classic cars,
bikes, light commercials,
Land Rovers, show arena
and trade stands set in the
stunning Deer Park.
Adults £7.50, kids £2.50.
+44 (0)1697 451882
www.markwoodward
classicevents.com

SEPTEMBER
6 BMC & LEYLAND SHOW AND
METRO & MINI SHOW
Multi-marque event at
British Motor Museum,
Gaydon, Warwickshire.
Displays and club stands.
Ticket includes entry to
the excellent museum.
Incorporates Abingdon
Works Motorsport
Celebrations event
featuring a large display of
cars and a Q&A session
with Abingdon legends.
+44 (0)1926 641188
www.britishmotor
museum.co.uk
19-20 KOP HILL CLIMB
Multi-marque motorsport
event at Kop Hill Climb,
Princes Risbororugh,
Bucks. Plus antiques
valuations, tea and cake,
traders and live music.
www.kophillclimb.org.uk
27 OH SO RETRO
Annual multi-marque
event. Over 1,500 classic
and retro cars, motorcycles
and scooters plus live
18 MGE AUGUST 2020

The Metro & Mini
Show takes place
on 6 September
at the British
Motor Museum,
Gaydon, Warks.

music, trade stands and
more. At The Rec, Margate,
Kent.
+44 (0)7544 338282
www.ohsoretro.co.uk

food, good atmosphere.
www.ace-cafe-london.com

OCTOBER

26-27 CLASSIC CAR &
RESTORATION SHOW
Multi-marque event at the
NEC in Birmingham.
Traders, demonstrations,
club stands, displays.
www.necrestorationshow.
com

4 BICESTER SCRAMBLE
Multi-marque gathering
for pre-1990 vehicles at the
former RAF base, Bicester
Heritage, Bicester, Oxon.
+44 (0)1869 327 928
www.bicesterheritage.
co.uk

NOVEMBER
10 ACE CAFÉ CLASSIC
CAR NIGHT
Multi-marque gathering
from 6pm for classic cars
at London’s Ace Café.
www.ace-cafe-london.com
13-15 CLASSIC MOTOR SHOW
Excellent annual multimarque show at
Birmingham's NEC.
Displays, live demos, trade
stands, autojumble,
auction, concours, car club
stands, plus many food and
drink outlets.
www.necclassicmotor
show.com

DECEMBER
8 ACE CAFÉ CLASSIC
CAR NIGHT
Multi-marque gathering
from 6pm for classic cars
at London’s Ace Café. Good

2021

MARCH

JUNE
6 THIRLESTANE CASTLE HISTORIC
MOTORING EXTRAVAGANZA
Multi-marque event at
Thirlestane Castle, Lauder,
Scotland. Over 500 cars.
Static show with concours
and autojumble.
www.bvac.org.uk
21 BROMLEY PAGEANT
OF MOTORING
Annual multi-marque
event at Norman Park in
Bromley, London. Onemake parking, club stands,
trade stands,
autojumblers, live arena.
www.classicsworld.co.uk/
bromley-pageant-ofmotoring

JULY
18 SURREY RUN
£20 entry includes rally
plaque, route instructions,
prize-draw entry and entry

to Leonardslee Lakes and
Gardens. Organised by
Epsom MGOC. Starts at
Bocketts Farm, Fetcham,
near Leatherhead, Surrey.
Picturesque 65-mile route.
www.epsommgoc.org.uk
24-25 MGF 25
A celebration of 25 years
of the MGF at British
Motor Museum, Gaydon.
Warwickshire. Saturday
show and Sunday
anniversary road run.
Tickets £10 in advance.
+44 (0)1926 641188
www.mgf25.org
30-1 AUG COAST TO COAST
An event open to all MGs.
Starts in Morecambe and
finishes in Sunderland.
Includes hotel stays,
meals, fantastic scenery
and a visit to Beamish
Living Museum.
norman@frenchblat.com

AUGUST
8 HARROGATE MG CLUB
ANNUAL SHOW
At Pateley Bridge near
Harrogate, incorporating
MG Owners Club Northern
National. Weekend
camping is available from
7 August. Raising funds
for local charities.
www.harrogatemg
club.org.uk
www.mgenthusiast.com

T 01765 609798

E sales@ycsc.co.uk

W ycsc.co.uk

1954 MG TF 1250
FACTORY RHD, UK CAR , FANTASTIC HISTORY FILE, COMPLETELY STRIPPED AND RESTORED, IMMACULATE
1965 RR SILVER CLOUD 111 I 1957 BRISTOL 405 I 1951 JAGUAR XK120 OTS I 1997 FERRARI 456 GTA I 2003 FERRARI 575M
MAROON / GREY
OEW / RED
SILVER, RED
SILVER / NAVY 6K MILES
SILVER / NAVY, F1

JOIN THE
E?GOF=JK
CLUB FOR AN
UNRIVALLED RANGE
OF EXCELLENT
BENEFITS

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

Full colour monthly magazine
Free technical and purchase advice line
Agreed value insurance schemes
Quality spares and accessories
Vast range of regalia, books and manuals
Specialist mg repair & restoration workshop
Exclusive discounted travel opportunities and much more . . .

mgownersclub.co.uk

01954 231125

Octagon House, I Over Road, Swavesey,;YeZja\_];:*,,IR

www.mgenthusiast.com
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> Graham’s first car was an MG TA, which he used whilst he was a graduate
trainee at Jaguar Cars. He started writing about cars in 1961, joined Autocar
magazine in 1965, became an independent automotive historian in 1972 and
has since sampled every type of MG, ancient and modern. He has also
published more than 160 books and countless magazine articles.

Cream of the crop
This month Graham looks back at the successful rally career
of the formidable Morley twins, Donald and Erle.

e never had time to be
“
full-time rally drivers,”
Donald Morley once told
me. “Erle and I both had
farms to run and harvesting the crops
always came first. That explains
why we never did the Liège-SofiaLiège or the Tour de France.”
Even so, the twins were always
my heroes. Whenever Donald got
behind the wheel of a rally car he was
fearsomely quick. For that reason

W
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his team mate, Pat Moss, once called
him ‘The Little Devil’ because, on
rallies, he seemed to grow horns.
Yet they never acted the part of
superheroes, nor even looked the
part, for the ever-lasting and totally
endearing image of the twins was
that they rallied in country jackets,
collars and ties and would not wear
racing overalls until they were
directed to do so in later years.
Their hobby, started at club level

in 1952, developed slowly. “I drove,
because Erle was better on the
maps than I was,” claimed Donald.
Their breakthrough to fame came
in 1959, when they won the Tulip
Rally outright driving a Jaguar 3.4.
Months later, they joined the BMC
Works team and stayed loyal to
Abingdon for the next six years.
Donald usually competed for
BMC in Big Healeys which, by this
time, had at least 210bhp from their
www.mgenthusiast.com

3-litre engines. He occasionally
drove a Mini and only occasionally
in MGAs and MGBs. In fact Donald
only started three rallies in MGs
but excelled in two of them.
In those days, he told me, the
cars were basic. “We didn’t have
intercoms so Erle had to shout
the pace note instructions across
the car to me.” Even so, it was not
until 1962 that Donald proved his
formidable skills on ice and snow.
“Erle and I had never really
enjoyed Monte Carlo rallies. Well,
the weather was horrible and cold,
and snowy, and icy, though we had
reasonable success. The first time
we used a sports car on the Monte
it was an MGA Coupé [151 ABL, one
of Abingdon’s regular fleet], using
John Gott’s private MGA for practice.
That was the first time I’d even sat
in an MGA. It was very heavy on the
steering but we won our class in it.”
Starting from Oslo, and running
at No.314, they had to tackle the five
special stages in the French Alps
after a five-hour cavalcade of rally
cars had already passed over the
icy, rutted stages. Neither they, nor
their highly-tuned MGA 1600 MkII,
made any mistakes and they won
the 1.6-2.0-litre capacity class.
“The next time we rallied an MG
was in the 1964 Monte, in an MGB
[7 DBL]. That was a lovely motor
car, it was better-balanced than a
Healey and, although it lacked a bit of
power, it handled beautifully on ice.”
In another excellent performance,

www.mgenthusiast.com

Donald, left,
with brother Erle.

The Morleys in MGs
1962 .... Monte Carlo Rally
1964 .... Monte Carlo Rally
1964 ........... Scottish Rally

MGA 1600 MkII
MGB
MGB

and once again starting from Oslo,
Donald not only steered the already
hard-worked Works MGB to a
class win (beating, among others,
the Works Porsche 356 Carrera of
Gunther Klass) but won the entire
GT category into the bargain.
Yet here was a man who had
never been instructed how to
drive fast cars. Donald was totally
instinctive, never took racing or rally

151 ABL
7 DBL
7 DBL

1st in Class
1st in GT Category
DNF

instruction and rarely even sat with
other drivers on practice sessions.
Clearly he did everything right, and
safely, and his pace seemed to come
naturally. “I did once go out for
experience, on a Monte recce, with
Timo Mäkinen in a Mini Cooper S,
up one speed hill climb. Oh yes, we
were travelling sideways most of the
time. It was quite an experience.”
By 1965, though, the Morleys
had reached a personal career
crossroads. Donald was 35 years
old, and near his peak, but the Flying
Finns had arrived on the scene, so
the twins had to decide whether to be
rally drivers or farmers. Decisively,
they chose to concentrate on farming,
when they had to choose between
full-time professional racing or
retirement. Even a lucrative offer
from Porsche was turned down. Not
that rallying lost sight of the twins.
First of all, Donald married Valerie
Domleo (an established Works codriver who had already accompanied
stars like Pat Moss, Rosemary
Smith, Pauline Mayman and Anne
Hall). Later they were often to be
found, in back-up crews, as officials
or just turning out on old-rally-car
events to re-live their great times.
Donald was a hero to me then and
remains so. Years later I got him a
drive of a Ford RS200 to see if the
spark had blown out. It had not!
GR
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> Roger Parker is a former policeman whose technical skill and wide
experience of MGs form the backbone of our own Technical Q&A pages.

Hazy memories
Roger tries to think back through the smog,
to China’s first foray into the MG brand.

ABOVE: MG factory opening in Nanjing, China, with imported MGs displayed out front.

ven though I have a lifetime
of MG memories, and some
pretty exciting previous workrelated ones too, I suffer
occasionally from that age-related
inability to remember them without a
trigger word. So, as I look at this blank
screen and it looks back, blankly, my
mind wanders and the empty screen
reminds me of fog. That strangely leads
to normally fond memories of travelling
on the top deck of a double-decker bus
with mother to visit my grandparents in
Birmingham in the 1950s, but not when
there was one of those autumn/winter
thick, choking smogs that you couldn’t
see through, just like the blank screen.

E
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However, one thought leads to
another and those smog-related
ponderings reminded me of when I
was a guest of Nanjing Auto when
they launched the MG brand into
China with a grand event in Beijing
in January 2007, before they were
absorbed by SAIC later that year.
The connection between a smogdepressed Birmingham of the late
1950s and 2007 Beijing relates to the
modern smog that developed there
overnight. In the very still mornings
it was almost thick enough to go out
and cut with a knife. The smog would
clear suddenly around 11am with the
arrival of strong, dry winds from the

Gobi desert to the north, that also
carried sand. Suddenly this explained
the very strange situation I noticed
on arrival at our hotel with all the
ornamental trees around the main
entrance wrapped up like Christmas
presents. Why? Otherwise they would
have been destroyed by sand blasting.
The MG brand awareness conference
was attended by some very senior
Chinese government officials, or
‘wrinklies’ as I cheekily termed them,
as the older and more wrinkled
they were, then the higher up the
government pecking order they were.
Judging by the number of guests falling
into that category this was certainly
www.mgenthusiast.com

ABOVE: The MG brand launch took place in Beijing, China, back in January 2007.

an important event and even more so
for our Chinese hosts from Nanjing
Auto, such is the intertwined nature
of government and industry, indeed
in every aspect of Chinese life.
It was also when I had my first
real appreciation of the gulf between
the Chinese perception of the
UK and ours, with some very odd
associations grouped with MG. At
least this imbalance provided me
with some understanding behind
some of the follow-on Chinese
terminology associated with MG,
such as Modern Gentlemen. From
the Chinese perspective, MG was
a complete unknown there prior
to this and they were looking to
create a brand profile for the sole
benefit of the Chinese car market.
Whilst I was there for less than a
week it was a fascinating trip and
there was time to sightsee around
Beijing with our Nanjing chaperone/
translator who I knew quite well
from his time at Longbridge. The
clear memories (at least after Gobi
winds arrived) is of the vast size of
Tiananmen Square that then led on
through to the Forbidden City under a
huge imposing portrait of Mao Zedong.
Then the sheer size of the Forbidden
City, even though much smaller than
it once was, along with its stunning
architecture, created strong memories.
However, I had to smile at the lengths
the restorers had to go to protect
their newly restored architectural
beauties from the local pigeons,
clearly a worldwide city problem!
There were also experiences of
Chinese life behind the façade of
modern China and our host’s evening
dinner, at a 14th century eating
house on the first evening, left a huge
impression on me. We were picked up
in two limousines and swept through
the crowded streets of Beijing with a
sort of presidential right of way. Then
www.mgenthusiast.com

into the back streets and what could
be described as ‘the old quarter’ with
many clearly centuries-old buildings,
eventually arriving at a walled
compound that had mighty oak gates a
good four metres high that would have
looked correct in a medieval castle.
The gates cranked open on massive
cast iron hinges and we entered into a
cobbled quadrangle outside a similarly
aged building. In one large room was
a huge round table a good four metres
in diameter (thoughts of King Arthur
and his knights) with a slightly smaller,
secondary rotating table on top. We
were then presented with what can
only be described as the best Chinese
meal I am ever likely to enjoy, with
that rotating table covered in so many
different and traditional foods I have
just a memory blur of what was there.
Mind you, I couldn’t manage the sheep’s
eyes bobbing about in a sort of soup.
Another striking, but totally
contrasting, memory was looking at the
modern and rather bland residential
tower blocks and what was noticeable
was that under almost every window
was an air conditioning unit, but then
with that air quality perhaps this isn’t
surprising. I wonder what things
are like today. Beijing did give me

a parting gift of a significant chest
infection that made the return flight
difficult and laid me low for some
time once home. So, having already
had experience of one Chinese-origin
chest infection, I don’t want another.
The Chinese MGs are a bit of a
Marmite thing; you love or loath them,
which is a personal decision but
both Nanjing Auto, and SAIC since,
have achieved some very impressive
progress. The vast majority of people
within China had no view outside
the ‘bamboo curtain’ before China
opened up, so their odd perceptions
of the UK and how and where MG
sat is understandable. They have
learnt and adapted to work outside
China in a relatively short period.
The building of the MG factory
in Nanjing, on a green-field site,
whilst not quite in the time-scale of
an emergency hospital for Covid-19
patients was still remarkably fast
and clearly more permanent with,
interestingly, many internal dimensions
the same as the CABs at Longbridge,
(now unfortunately recently flattened).
The transferred equipment could
be set up to be sited and work the
same as at Longbridge, although
the Nanjing roofs are watertight.
July 2020 marks 15 years of Chinese
ownership of MG. That is nearly a fifth
of the historical age of MG... It’s quite
surprising how time has flown by. RP

ABOVE: Pigeon poop damage to
buildings in the Forbidden City.

ABOVE: Busy vehicle traffic in Beijing. There was a noticeable haze of air pollution.
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JOHN NIKAS
> Born into a family that cherished the Sacred Octagon, John has
dedicated his life to British sports cars. Based in the USA, he owns and
races examples from various marques, has written numerous books and
articles and helped create the British Sports Car Hall of Fame.

A match made in heaven
John examines the relationships we form with classic cars.
t’s no secret... I love old
cars. With more time
available than normal to
ponder such matters, I’ve
come to realise that one of the main
reasons for that affection is that our
beloved classics need us far more
than their modern brethren. A new
vehicle, regardless of manufacturer,
requires not much more than petrol to
run without worry for at least 100,000
miles or more. How many of us out
there check the oil level on our daily
drivers on a regular basis or monitor
all of their various constituent internal
systems with the same diligence
that we exercise with our classics?
The simple fact is that a modern
vehicle doesn’t ask much of the
human behind the wheel. Particularly
here, in the United States, where
automatic transmissions dominate the
marketplace, a computer selects the
optimal gear, while other black boxes
deal with issues related to climate
and traction control, suspension
settings, braking performance and
can even warn us when we get too

I

Both the MGA and MG TD require an
experienced driver’s involvement to
encourage the best out of them.
24 MGE AUGUST 2020

The new Mazda Miata MX-5 RF parked up next to an MG Airline Coupé. While
lacking the older car’s old-time character, driving experience or even its
delicate beauty, the Mazda MX-5 is an almost perfect modern sports car.
close to other traffic or venture too
far from our chosen lane. A recent
drive in a Mazda MX-5 Miata RF Hard
Top Convertible hammered home the
brilliance of the modern sports car
art but also reinforced the notion that
such technological marvels are a poor
substitute for a classic in your garage.
Several British sports car icons from
the past inspired Mazda to build the
original Miata (or Eunos in Japan, or
just plain old MX-5 in the UK) and it
isn’t hard to see the fourth-generation
of the handsome roadster as the
spiritual successor to the MGs, AustinHealeys, Lotuses and Triumphs that
introduced most of us to the breed.
It possesses brisk performance,

tenacious roadholding and compact
dimensions that are perfect for
winding roads through the countryside
or along the coast. Despite these
sterling qualities, however, something
is missing from the equation.
Don’t get me wrong. The MX-5 is
an amazing sports car, needing only
some additional room in the cockpit
and more power under the bonnet
to render it flawless, but that nearperfection results in an antiseptic
automotive experience, robbing the
driver of what most older sports cars
can offer in spades. While ordering
an MX-5 with a manual gearbox
addresses some of these issues,
there is no ignoring the fact that even

...THAT NEAR PERFECTION RESULTS IN AN

ANTISEPTIC AUTOMOTIVE EXPERIENCE...
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the shift-it-yourself version feels as
if Juan Manuel Fangio’s ghost were
helping you row through the gears.
Although condition and some
deferred maintenance might be a
factor, there is a ‘trick’ to operating the
gearboxes in most of the classics that
I drive on a regular basis. The M-type’s
unsynchronised unit requires a gentle
hand, deft touch and good hearing;
skills necessary to identify that
magic moment when all the
internal parts are moving
in harmony. The MGA
requires a complete
stop to engage first
gear, lest loud grinding
noises burst forth in
frightening fashion
from under the tunnel.
Even getting some of
the cars to start requires
careful consideration, a
seemingly simple task that
requires no thought at all in a new
Mazda. The aforementioned M-type
has a starting checklist that would
rival some aircraft, while I often forget
that the MGA’s starter needs a pull
not a push. The ignition in the B GT
needs some jostling to work, while
the choke in the TC requires more
attention than a three-month-old
puppy in the throes of housebreaking.
Despite their obsolescent technology,
I never fear driving an older car,
although their utter lack of meaningful
safety features could be disastrous
in an accident. I’m certainly more
cautious and attentive behind the wheel

Above: Compared to the MGTF or an MGB, the M-type Midget is
an anachronism but the need to pressurise the fuel tank by
hand, shift with extreme caution and brake with advance
planning are all essential to the classic driving experience.
Left: While a modern automobile’s warning lights do the
thinking for us, the instruments in a classic keep us on our toes.
Falling oil pressure and high water temperature led me to seek
help when driving this TD during an arid Arizona summer.
of a classic, being more aware of
adjacent traffic than when driving a
modern vehicle. While instruments in
the latter are mere supplements to a
host of warning lights, I monitor every
gauge in an MG with a practiced eye,
always on the lookout for falling oil
pressure or rising water temperature.
Even the mundane tasks, taken for
granted in contemporary machines,
require greater involvement in older
vehicles. Coming to a halt requires
some planning in a T-series or its
predecessors, needing more push
at the pedal than modern, boosted
discs and lacking their abrupt
stopping power. Turning the massive

The MG TD’s dashboard is a veritable scrapbook of memorable experiences
dating back to the original owner's adventures and on to present day jaunts.
www.mgenthusiast.com

steering wheels fitted to most
classics requires strong forearms,
while even holding a steady course
can prove tiresome depending on
the road surface encountered.
One might think “why bother?” after
reading all this but that misses the
point. The fact that an older vehicle
demands certain skills and a fair
amount of driver involvement is the
reason to love our classics. Anyone can
drive a newer car but, with the possible
exception of some MGBs and the MGs
that followed, any MG built before them
needs our complete involvement to
function as Abingdon intended. There is
something about that partnership that
speaks to me and I trust that it also
speaks to most of you as well. We need
our classics and they need us too. I
wouldn’t want it any other way. JN

Regardless of vintage, a classic
always seems to need some fettling
now and then. When the need arises,
it’s good to have access to a proper
lift and a shop filled with tools.
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Marshall’s Bank, Parson Drove, Wisbech PE13 4JE
Telephone: 01945 700500 Email: sales@mgbhive.co.uk

PROUD TO SUPPORT
BRITISH MANUFACTURING

Special offer £149.95 free delivery to mainland UK
4x MG logo spinners and Heavy duty wrench

FREE DELIVERY to mainland UK

For all your MGB, C, V8 & Midget requirements

Please visit our new website www.mgbhive.co.uk
PROUD STOCKISTS OF THESE BRANDS

CM11.19/A14/gr

Complete MGB Front & Rear suspension GAZ shock absorber kit £400.00

mirrortrim.co.uk

01525 874858

ENGLAND

Interiors

Parts

Accessories

Beautifully Handcrafted
Interiors
MGA & MGB Trim Specialist

ENGLAND

Better Response
More Torque
More Power
More Economy
MORE FUN!

Installed in your factory ecu
by ex factory engineers!
3J½GMEP8YRIWYTTPMIVXS
MGCC race series
See more on the Kmaps
website or visit us on Facebook

Lodge Farm, Kineton, Warks CV350JH
Tel 07928196856
www.kmaps.co.uk
Call NOW
to- arrange
your
Effective
upgrades
available by
mailupgrade!
order or visit

Visit Our New Website
www.mirrortrim.co.uk

Premium Quality Soft Tops & Interior Trim For The Discerning Enthusiast
World Wide Mail Order
Europe Wide Mail Order
Re-Trim Service

Website: www.PrestigeAutotrim.com

Head Office England: +44 (0)151 643 9555

Factory Quality Soft Tops
Large Choice of Makes & Models

Seats & Trim Can Be Collected From
Anywhere In Europe.
Items Collected For Factory Re-Trim
Factory Quality Seat Re-Trim Service
New Laser Cut Door & Trim Panels
Factory Quality Carpet Sets Available
Dashboard & Misc Items Re-Trimmed
(Where Available)

USA Sales: 1800 659 2649

Cabrio Shield®
A Tailored Solution To Soft Top Protection™
Protect & Preserve Your Soft Top & Windows From:
Leakages & wear damage
Opportunist theft of contents
Tree sap, sun damage, dirt build up etc
Concealed Attachment - No Need For Straps
Secure From Wind & Theft

Tonneau & Hood Covers
Wide range of available colours

Large range of models available.
Please view our website for more information.

Trade Enquiries Welcome

www.mgenthusiast.com

Prestige Autotrim Products Ltd, Oak Tree Place, Expressway Business Park, Birkenhead, CH42 1NS, England
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Crunch
time
• WORDS AND PHOTOS: SIMON GOLDSWORTHY

Meet Colin the MGB, so
named because it has
been in so many
collisions during its
eventful life. Last year it
emerged, phoenix-like,
from a restoration
costing more than £35k,
which suggests that
somebody has a very
strong emotional
attachment to this MG...
28 MGE AUGUST 2020

imon Melton was just 19
years old when he bought
Colin the MGB Roadster,
in 1978. It was his second
ever car but, like any young lad worth
his salt, he had wanted a sports car.
This one belonged to a friend and
he’d always lusted after it so, when
that friend announced he was selling,
Simon pounced. He agreed to buy the
MGB even though there were a couple
of minor obstacles to be overcome:
firstly he couldn’t afford it; secondly
he didn’t know where he was going to
get the money from. In the end a large
bank loan secured the purchase.
Early on in the relationship the MGB
hadn’t acquired a name but it didn’t
take long for the misadventures to
begin. A Land Rover driving over the
bonnet gave everybody a taste of things

S

to come, though. That happened on
Boxing Day 1981 at a mini-roundabout.
Simon had poked his nose out just as
the Land Rover, with a drunk driver
at the wheel, shot straight across.
If it had happened a split second
later, it is fair to assume that Simon
would not be with us today, or Colin
for that matter. That would normally
have been the end of the road for
an MG but, as luck would have it,
Simon’s father was a senior engineer
at Westland Helicopters, so he gave
it to the apprentices as a project
to realign and straighten out.
His dad helped to fix up Colin out
on a subsequent occasion too, after
Simon had taken it through a hedge.
“I was young and stupid and driving
too fast down the lanes in Somerset,”
he admits candidly. “When we came
www.mgenthusiast.com

1975 MGB Roadster

THAT WOULD NORMALLY
HAVE BEEN THE END OF THE
ROAD FOR AN MG...

back in the morning to collect Colin,
there was a perfect MGB-shaped hole
cut in the hedge, just like the ones
you see in a cartoon when the hero
walks through the wall instead of using
the door. Dad helped me recover the
car and repair all the suspension.”
However, my favourite story has
to be the time the bonnet catch let
go. It had clicked up onto the safety
and Simon had made a mental note
to fix it but had not got around to the
task before driving from Somerset to
Norfolk. Somewhere along the way
the catch finally let go, the bonnet flew
up, folded over the windscreen and
bashed him on the head so hard that
he was knocked unconscious. Colin
skidded to a halt, but Simon was left
leaning against the door. When wouldbe rescuers ran up and opened the
www.mgenthusiast.com

Simon Melton and Colin the MGB have
had many adventures together.
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...THERE WAS A PERFECT MGBSHAPED HOLE CUT IN THE HEDGE...
door, he promptly fell out and split his
unconscious head open on the road.
It is fair to say that Colin has led a
tough life. However, that didn’t stop
Simon bragging about having a sports
car when he met his future wife,
Alison. Of course, I had to ask Alison
whether Simon or Colin was the bigger
attraction. When she finished laughing,
she explained: “Certainly not the car
because, when I first saw it, Simon was
into windsurfing and he’d fashioned a
roof rack on supporting posts from the
front and back ends with rails between
them. So he told me he had an MGB, I
thought ‘Mmm, sounds promising...’,
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but went out to have a look and thought:
‘What on earth is that?’ I’d never seen
a roof rack on a convertible before.”
“It did look ghastly,” admits Simon,
“but I had so much windsurfing gear
and this was the only way I could
carry it as I loved Colin and didn’t
want to get anything more sensible.
I did lose a board once, though...”
Of course you did, Simon! However,
there are more water-borne mishaps.
One was getting stranded in a ford
in Hampshire with water filling the
interior up to the seats. This was
after the locals had said that the
couple could drive across no problem.
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1975 MGB Roadster
Colin was
rearranged
by a drunk
driver in
1981.
Westland
Helicopters
apprentices
took on the
repairs.
Right: Partial
build of the M
GB
chassis before ’s
the
wings were fi
tted.
Below: bodyw
ork
ready for prim
er
and paint.

MGB pictured
with Simon’s d
ad’s Vitesse an
d

After the exte
nsive rebuild.

If Heath
Robinson
designed roof
racks... Not
quite the
epitome of
sports car
glamour.

I’D NEVER SEEN A ROOF RACK
ON A CONVERTIBLE BEFORE.

What they neglected to tell Simon
and Alison was that the safe route
across did not follow a straight line
between the road in and the road out,
but went instead in a bit of a loop.
Another time Colin got stuck on
Woolacombe beach when Simon was
windsurfing. As the tide came in, the
www.mgenthusiast.com

sand became wetter and less stable
ahead of the tide line so, when he
tried to drive back to terra firma, the
wheels bogged down. Everybody on
the beach pitched in, trying to bounce
the car out before it got flooded again,
bending the wheel arches in their
efforts to lift it. “Cars were not really

Simon’s Stag.

Poor old Colin
s
looked like th oon
is after
Simon drove h
im
through a hed
ge! His
dad helped h
im
the car fixed u get
p
repaired again and
.

supposed to park on the beach,” recalls
Simon, “and now we knew why.”
The Roadster was Simon’s only car
for 13 years, until their daughters
Anna, Kate and Beth came along and
the growing family got a Saab. Colin
went into storage in 1991 but Simon
always planned that one day he would
restore it, doing all the work himself.
“Nobody buys a car thinking they
will keep it forever but Colin just
hung around long enough for me to
reach the point where he’d become
part of the furniture and so I could
never think of selling him,” says
Simon. “It had become pretty much
worthless by the time it went into the
barn anyway so I probably couldn’t
have sold it even if I’d wanted to.”
Having read this far, I don’t imagine
you are expecting to hear that Colin
enjoyed undisturbed slumber in the
barn from 1991 until finally emerging in
2014. You’d be right. He only emerged
because the barn’s roof, predictably,
collapsed on top of him. That was the
wake-up call Simon needed. Realising
he was never going to have the time
to restore Colin himself, the remains
were packed off to one restorer who,
inevitably, went bust soon after and
Colin had to be dragged back home.
Only then did the poor old MG’s luck
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finally start changing for the better.
“Somebody put me in touch with Dan
at DMD Auto Services, in Lammas,
Norfolk,” explains Simon. “I had a
look at some of the work he was doing
and was very impressed with what I
saw. So I took Colin down there and
asked Dan if he would be willing to
work on him. I knew it would be costly
but explained that I was not in a hurry
so long as Colin was restored to as
near-perfect as we could get it. So
that’s what we did, and it took about
two and a half years altogether.”
You might be asking why Simon didn’t
simply go out and buy a brand new
British Motor Heritage bodyshell rather
than paying good money to restore
the original wreck. Well, that thought
had occurred to him too and he had, in
fact, gone as far as buying a new shell
before deciding that, if he re-shelled his
car, it would no longer be Colin. “That
makes little sense in reality,” he admits,
“because it is a piece of metal and has
no personality but it is an emotional
response. Dan was all for getting a
new shell but I persuaded him that we
really had to repair what was there.”
Everything was repaired if possible
and only replaced when that was the
only option. Even when new parts
were needed, Dan’s attention to detail
ensured they blended seamlessly into
the old. Take the front inner wings,
for example. The replacement panels
available today are the later pattern,
with indentations formed into them,
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ABOVE: Simon and Dan resisted making
too many modifications under the
bonnet, as the aim was to recreate the
original driving experience. So it is
standard apart from pancake air filters
and a 123 electronic distributor.
which were not original for the car.
“I said not to worry about it because
nobody would see them once they were
hidden by the engine. However, the
next time I visited the workshop, he
had cut out the indentations, and made
up replacement sections of the correct
shape and blended them in. And when
you look in the engine bay, yes you can

see past the engine and so you would
have seen the wrong panels there. He
always said he did that sort of stuff ‘in
his own time,’ but I didn’t argue because
he was always right,” explains Simon.
Another example of this attention to
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1975 MGB Roadster
THE RECENT RESTORATION

LEFT: Despite being much-loved, years of storage had taken
a toll. ABOVE: 23 years in a leaky barn had ruined the interior.

ABOVE: Front end had to be replaced
back to the bulkhead. RIGHT: There
were a lot of rust perforation holes.

ABOVE: A new shell was considered
but Dan was able to repair the damage.

ABOVE & RIGHT: New wings were fitted
to Colin’s repaired front end metal.

ABOVE: Colour-tinted Raptor was applied to the underside of the repaired bodyshell.
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ABOVE: Rebuilt engine and overdrive
gearbox go into the painted bodyshell.
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detail is the sticker on the heater box
fan. Dan said they needed one. Simon
didn’t think it was necessary but, the
next time he checked up on progress,
there was a sticker on there. “I know
that it cost me £5.75 and I asked
myself if it was worth £5.75,” Simon
says, “and the answer was yes.”
It wasn’t all about originality, though.
The repaired shell was zinc-primed,
for example, then undercoated with
a modern self-healing material. This
means it should last forever but it
also means it will never be a concours
contender because things like that
are non-standard. That was another
discussion Simon had with Dan
because, at one point, they could have
gone down the concours route. He
just wanted to have his ideal MGB and
wasn’t fussed about chasing trophies.
That is why it has a wooden dash,
MGB V8 seats and other little luxuries.
The end result was to give Colin a
real wow factor, while also making it
comfortable and eminently driveable.
“I even thought about putting a V8
in at one point,” admits Simon, “but
I spent my youth driving an 1800cc
MGB with twin carbs and that is what
I wanted to recreate. I wanted him to
be as good as new but the same as
I remembered, if that makes sense.
If I’d wanted a modern sports car, I
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Colin is ready to take
Simon and Alison on
many more adventures.
could have gone out and bought one.
This is all about the nostalgia, and
that is what makes the car Colin and
not just a disposable item you throw
away when it goes wrong. That’s also
why we didn’t uprate the engine.
“I actually got quite emotional when
I first saw it finished, which really
surprised me because, at the end
of the day, it’s only a bloody car.”
No Simon, it is not only a bloody car.
It is a car that survived being driven
over by a Land Rover, drowning in
a ford, getting stuck on the beach,

hurtling through a hedge and being
embarrassed in front of his friends
when you made it wear a roof rack. It
also knocked you unconscious with its
bonnet, but that’s what makes it Colin,
and why it was worth every penny.

MGE would like to thank:
Classics Monthly magazine
for help with this feature.
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DAN DRANE OF DMD AUTO SERVICES WHO RESTORED COLIN ADDS:
“MGBs are not worth the same kind of
money as some more exotic cars but
restoration costs can be broadly similar.
However, this one had sentimental
importance too and that changed the
normal calculations. It was in a pretty
bad way when we got it, having had
knocks at both ends. We did talk about
a re-shell but Simon wasn’t keen so
we then had it blasted and found that
the front end was kinked and had
been plated. It was worse than we had
thought so we had to replace all of the
metal back to the bulkhead – and even
replace some of the bulkhead too.
“The welding and the body repairs
were not the worst part of the rebuild,
though. That accolade probably goes
to the quality of some repro parts. We

tried to reuse as much as we could
but there are limits to what you can
clean sufficiently once you get to this
level. Pretty much all the brightwork
has been replaced, for example.
“There were things that were added
to the job as work progressed, some
by Simon and some by me. We have
probably gone above and beyond the
original objective when it comes to
the finish. For example, the whole
of the underside has been protected
with Raptor, which is a relatively
new product that can be colour
tinted to match the body. It costs a
little more money but looks better
because the paint does not chip off.
“It had painted 14” wires originally
but we have gone to 15” chrome

wires now. We haven’t changed too
much in the engine bay apart from
fitting a 123 electronic distributor,
copper pipes and pancake air filters.
It still has a mechanical fan, for
example, and the screen washer
is still pumped up by a plunger.
“All in all I really enjoyed working
on this car. In fact, I’ve even bought an
MGB of my own. I enjoy driving it, though
I don’t get enough time, but they are
very solid and reasonably basic, which
makes them good cars to work on too.”
Contact DMD Auto Services:
• Unit 9, Bure Valley Business Centre,
The Street, Lammas, NR10 5AF
• Tel: +44 (0)1603 279644 • email:
dmdautoservices@btconnect.com

I LOVED COLIN AND DIDN’T WANT TO GET ANYTHING
MORE SENSIBLE.
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MANUFACTURERS OF ST51 D LAMPS AND ST38
PORK PIE LAMPS
DYNAMO REBUILDING, MODIFICATION AND
REPAIR. ELECTRONIC DYNAMO REGULATOR
CONVERSIONS INTO YOUR EXISTING CASE
The new ADR106 and ADR95 are our electronic versions of
the old Lucas RB106 and the RF95
Direct Replacement brand new units - Fit and forget

They are both available in 6v or 12v, negative or positive earth
The ADR106 with screw or Lucar terminals
The ADR95 with screw terminals
Various outputs available - Fully fuse protected
Made in England, right here in our own workshops

See our website and buy yours in our online shop!

SEE OUR RANGE OF LED BULBS, LIGHT
BOARDS AND ACCESSORIES
FLASHING TRAFFICATOR BULBS AND MORE

7HO
ZZZG\QDPRUHJXODWRUFRQYHUVLRQVFRP
LQIR#G\QDPRUHJXODWRUFRQYHUVLRQVFRP

Lancashire & Greater Manchester’s
XPart Distributor
We can supply parts to trade and retail customers

MG & Alfa Spares
• Sales • Parts • Repairs • Servicing

Spare Parts

Servicing

Car Sales

Custom
Fabrication

Rust Repair

Upgrades

M: 07711 097 957 E: mg-alfa-spares@hotmail.co.uk
www.mg-alfa-spares.co.uk
Unit 10 • Stockfield Mill • Melbourne Street • Chadderton • OL9 9EW
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES
FOR MG MODELS
1962 ONWARDS

Trust us to deliver...Worldwide.
Millions of parts in stock.

Parts service also available for Triumph,
Land Rover, Rover, Mini & Jaguar ‘96 on.

www.rimmerbros.com

Triumph House, Sleaford Road, Bracebridge Heath, Lincoln, LN4 2NA. England
Telephone: 01522 568000 Fax: 01522 567600 E-mail: sales@rimmerbros.com

Computervision MG Metro tribute

Competition
Inspiration
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Computervision MG Metro tribute

Ian Mackenzie’s tribute to the famous Computervision- and
Esso-sponsored MG Metro Touring cars has been built to be
much more than just a show stopper.
• WORDS AND PHOTOS: ROB HAWKINS

www.mgenthusiast.com
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ABOVE: The well-equipped motorsport interior incorporates a wealth of switches and an additional tacho on top of the dash.
ou’ll need these,” explains
Ian Mackenzie as he hands
“
me a pair of Terratrip
intercom-connected
headphones that double up as ear
defenders. As I pull down on the
TRS shoulder straps and take up
the slack, I’m comfortably secured
to a Corbeau Forza Sport high-back
bucket passenger seat with my feet
resting on an aluminium footplate.
Below my legs, there’s a 12-volt
battery, which is relied upon when
cold-starting the engine. Otherwise,
there’s a smaller 12-volt competition
battery, mounted inside a fibreglass
box in the rear seat squab area.
In front of me, there are the remains
of a standard Metro dashboard,

Y

including the OE instrument pod, but
there’s an additional centre-mounted
switch panel with fuses and oil
pressure and oil temperature gauges.
In the far right corner, there’s another
vinyl-trimmed panel, housing more
switches and a voltmeter. An 8,000rpm
Smiths tachometer is mounted on the
top of the dashboard with its red needle
set to 7,000rpm, although there’s
also a rev-limiter set to 7,500rpm.
As I look around the stripped-out
interior, there are brake and fuel pipes
routed along the centre tunnel, as well
as a neatly wrapped and insulated
wiring loom. The standard clutch and
brake pedals have had their rubber
covers removed, replaced with abrasive
anti-slip matting (a ribbed rubber cover

is still fitted over the throttle pedal).
Ian twists the dashboard-mounted
battery cut-off switch 90 degrees
clockwise, flicks the toggle switches
for the fuel pump and ignition, then
presses the start button to his right and
waits for the 1380cc A-series, equipped
with a Kent 286 camshaft, to turn and
fire. A snorting 45mm DCOE Weber
carburettor, on the other side of the
engine bulkhead, seemingly gargles
through its Ramair filter as Ian feathers
the throttle pedal and raises the engine
revs. With straight-cut drop gears

ABOVE: Ian has fitted these Corbeau
Forza Sport high-back bucket seats
with TRS three-point harnesses.
40 MGE AUGUST 2020
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THE WHINE OF
THE GEARS AND
GUTTERAL
GARGLE OF THE
WEBER RESONATE
AROUND THE
STRIPPED-OUT
INTERIOR.
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Ian Mackenzie.
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ABOVE: The engine bay sports a 1380cc A-series with a plumbed-in fire extinguisher. Distributor is from Aldon Automotive.
and a 4.3:1 final drive ratio, I can see
why he gave me the cans to wear over
my ears. The whine of the gears and
guttural gargle of the Weber resonate
around the stripped-out interior. The
ear defenders preserve my hearing and
enable me to savour the cacophony of
mechanical noises in a refined manner.
As we head along tight and twisty
Yorkshire country lanes that meander
back and forth over the Pennines,
the acceleration is moderately rapid
and I begin to realise why Ian likes
his homage to the competition MG
Metros of the 1980s so much. It’s
pure entertainment and nostalgia
With a Spax coil-over conversion
instead of Hydragas, and MG Metro
four-pot calipers with vented and
grooved discs and EBC Greenstuff
pads up front, he appears to be
confident with the Metro’s handling and
braking as he drives enthusiastically
along the lumpy country lanes.
With 13” diameter Compomotive CX
alloy wheels and road legal Colway
Formula 2 185/60 sticky tyres at all
four corners, there’s no hint of lost
traction on this dry autumnal day.
Country lane driving isn’t the
sole purpose of this Metro. Ian
has sprints and hillclimbs planned
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ABOVE: Single 45mm Weber DCOE
breathes through a Ramair air filter.
for the near future but has only
recently finished the project.
He found the Metro for sale in Hull
in July 2017 and realised the price tag
was far cheaper than attempting to
build such a project from scratch. “The
car was originally built from a road
car in the early 90s by the last but one
owner,” says Ian, who discovered this
particular owner had already owned
the 1982 Austin Metro, buying it back in
December 1991 for a mere £350 when
it had 107,000 miles on the clock.
A bucket seat, harness and fire
extinguisher were added to make it
eligible for hillclimb events, whilst
it was still used as a daily driver.
“Correspondence shows that
Rover Sport accepted the car in their

ABOVE: 12-volt 063 battery is useful
for cold starts but otherwise there’s a
smaller battery behind the front seats.
Privateer Bonus Scheme from 1993,
meaning that parts were provided at
a discounted rate, so long as the car
wore Rover Sport decals on each door,”
Ian recalls. The Metro was re-shelled,
possibly during the late 90s, and there’s
a receipt for a brand-new bodyshell
from Rover for a bargain £420.
“As the new shell was built up, a
full Safety Devices cage was fitted and
the standard Hydragas suspension
replaced with coil-overs to give a
much stiffer ride,” explains Ian,
concerning what he has learnt of the
history of his Metro. “A new engine
was built and bored out to 1380cc with
Powermax pistons. The car then did
a steady stream of events across the
www.mgenthusiast.com
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ABOVE: Weight reduction measures
include polycarbonate side windows
and a GRP bonnet and tailgate.

ABOVE: A rollcage and welded-in strut brace dominate the rear cabin. Two-gallon
fuel cell sits in the spare wheel well, concealed with an aluminium panel.
ABOVE: Competition quick-release
bonnet pins secure the GRP tailgate.
rest of the 90s before being acquired
by its previous owner in 2004.”
In early 2005, it was issued
with a Competition Logbook from
Motorsport UK and a few months
after this it was declared to DVLA
as scrapped, to avoid having to go
through the annual SORN process.
“The previous owner also fitted a
fibreglass bonnet and boot to reduce
some poundage, and removed the
standard fuel tank, replacing it with a
foam-filled two-gallon fuel cell that fits

neatly into the spare wheel well,” says
Ian. “Around this time the cam was
changed for a Kent 286 Road/Rally as
well as a single Weber 45 carburettor,
along with a set of Lexan polycarbonate
side and rear windows. Having then
competed in a number of hillclimbs
over the next couple of years, the Metro
was locked away and saw little use.”
It bore the Computervision/Esso
racing livery from the 80s, and
Ian decided to retain this look, but
realised there were a few jobs to do
and some tidying up of the paintwork,
judging the finish to be quite dull.
Roger Dowson Engineering prepared
Group-A specification MG Metros,

with both naturally-aspirated and
turbocharged versions, which first
appeared in 1983, to compete in the
British Saloon Car Championship.
The cars were sponsored by Unipart
and the Daily Express, with the likes
of Patrick Watts and Martin Brundle
behind the wheel. The familiarlooking Computervision Racing
MG Metro Turbos entered six
rounds of the BSCC in 1984. Roger
Dowson Engineering went on to
create a one-make race series, the
Esso Metro Challenge, in 1987.
Ian’s challenge, in 2017, was to return
the Metro to the road and he contacted
the DVLA. “I wrote a nice letter to them
explaining the circumstances of the car
being declared as scrapped, along with
some photos of the car and the VIN and
the details of the previous owners,”

Retro Compomotive CX alloys
are equipped with Colway F2
185/60 semi-slick tyres.
www.mgenthusiast.com
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he says. “I didn’t hear anything for
a couple of weeks until a freshly
issued V5 landed on the doormat
giving me the car’s identity back.”
Relieved the Metro could be used
on the road again, Ian and his son,
Connor, trailered it to a test day at
Blyton Park in September 2017,
organised by their local Huddersfield
Motor Club. “It performed well aside
from some baulking issues going from
third to second gear,” comments Ian.
When he bought the Metro, the
exterior lighting had been removed
so this was refitted and, in November
2017, it was submitted for an MOT test
and it passed. However, the gearbox
issue needed to be addressed. It had
a standard gearbox fitted at the time
so he decided to replace it with one
that would be better suited to short
circuits and hillclimbs. “John Guess,
of Guessworks, was universally
recommended and built a straightcut box to their ‘Mutts’ specification,
with straight-cut drop gears and a
cross-pin diff. I specified an ultrashort 4.3:1 final drive as the intention
with the car was never about flatout top speed but getting plenty of
acceleration through the gears.”
It wasn’t until the end of 2018 that
Ian fitted the gearbox, as most of the
year had been taken up with other
issues, including Connor going to
university. “Now, with the bit between
my teeth, I decided to crack on with
how the car looked,” he recalls. “I
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stripped the car in early 2019 and took
it in to MJC, in Holmbridge, who have
always done a great job on previous
cars for me. I specified having the car
painted in the Computervision colours
of Pageant Blue over Diamond White
and asked a local graphics firm to start
re-creating the decals for me, having
studied photos of the early turbo cars.”
The painted and decal’d Metro was
returned to Ian at the end of July
2019 and he had three days to build
it back up before the National Metro

and Mini Show at Gaydon on the
first weekend of August. “We finally
finished and loaded the car up at
10pm the night before the show!”
Pleased with the finish and
specification, he intends to tune the
engine to its maximum potential of
around 110bhp, and is tempted by
a modified and gas-flowed cylinder
head. He will then enter his local motor
club’s hillclimb and sprint events.
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High power
headlight
upgrades
for all models
including
early cars.

DMD Auto Services has been trading for over 15 years and
have 20+ years experience in the motor trade. Fully insured.
Free estimates and advice. Sports, Classic & Retro specialist,
full nut & bolt restoration services, specialising in welding &
fabrication. Custom and modiﬁed repairs. Race and track car
prep. All classic and modern vehicles repaired, serviced and
MOT’d. Specialising in MG and Volkswagen classic vehicles
but all classics catered for.

DMD AUTO SERVICES
Unit 9, Bure Valley Business Centre
The Street, Lamas, Norwich, Norfolk NR10 5AF

www.dmdautoservices.com

Discreet classic car Daytime
Running Lights

even for very early pos cars.
High power tail, brake
and ORANGE hidden
ﬂasher conversions
for T Type & MGA Mk 1.
32mm
dia

28 x 38mm

“Blockley make
the best tyres
and tubes,
for every
MG model
ever made!”

www.blockleytyre.com
01386 701717
www.mgenthusiast.com

all within the standard light & lens

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Unique bulbs and products
designed by us in the UK for
your car.
money-back guarantee

01789 576120
enquiries@bettercarlighting.co.uk
www.bettercarlighting.co.uk
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> Andrew Ralston is a retired teacher who has published many books
on educational and historical subjects. He has a lifelong passion for cars
and has collected car models since childhood. He has written a series
of books on diecast, plastic and tinplate cars, published by Veloce.

Photos courtesy of www.autocult-models.de

The MG that might have been

orking on the well-known
principle of badgeengineering, BMC offered
the original Mini as a
Morris or Austin, followed later
by the Riley Elf and the Wolseley
Hornet. Logically, then, an MGbadged version might have been
expected as would, in due course,
happen with the 1100 range.
The idea of an MG Mini was, in fact,
considered and a prototype was built
in the early 60s, which still exists.
Based on an Austin Mini with a Mk1
Riley Elf/Wolseley Hornet bonnet, it
had modified Elf/Hornet front side
grilles, Mini bumpers and an MG
grille, akin to the Elf/Hornet type
but flatter. Various theories have
been advanced to explain why this
car never reached the production
stage. It has been suggested that
the greater practicality of a fourseat MG Mini might have harmed
sales of the Midget, while the frontal
appearance would have looked too
similar to the Wolseley and Riley
interpretations which were also

W
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in the pipeline. Probably the most
significant factor, though, was the
development of the Mini Cooper
which provided the Mini with a sporty
identity which rendered the idea of
an MG version less marketable. All
the same, an MG Mini would have
been an attractive proposition to
some, and remains an intriguing
‘what might have been’ today.
Now the idea has been revived,
albeit in model form, by Autocult,
the German firm founded
five years ago with
head offices in
Wendelstein,
Bavaria, though

production is carried out in China as
is the case with virtually every other
similar manufacturer. Following
a pattern that is quite common in
the collectable model car industry
these days, the founder, Thomas
Roschmann, had previously been CEO
of another similar brand, Premium
Classixxs (and, yes, that is how they
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...A FOUR-SEAT

MG MINI MIGHT HAVE
HARMED SALES OF
THE MIDGET...

spell it). His experience enabled him
to identify a niche market amongst
collectors which other makers had
not fully exploited: models of obscure
and forgotten prototypes which,
in real life, were only produced in
tiny numbers or, indeed, never got
beyond the experimental stage.
Autocult has already given us a
fine replica of the Belgian Jacques
Coune MGB Coupé examined in
this column in January’s issue.
Clearly, the MG Mini –
designated the M-Type – falls
exactly into the category
that interests Autocult
and their designers
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have studied YSV 245 very carefully
to ensure total authenticity. Finished
in green, with a black roof, no detail
has been overlooked: the folded
back canvas roof usefully provides
a better view of the dashboard
which, instead of the open shelf
of the standard Mini, is finished in
wood with glove boxes and a full
complement of dials. The chrome

window surrounds are represented by
separate, and rather delicate, frames
and the all-important octagonal
badge appears on the grille, boot lid
and even on the wheel centre caps.
Opening doors, boots and bonnets
are not as common on today’s
diecast models, which are produced
for adults to collect rather than for
children to play with. These features
often created gaps between panels
and made the overall effect less
realistic. In any case, the Autocult
models are not made of diecast metal
but instead of moulded resin, which
is not suited to opening parts. The
reason is that they are not produced
in large enough quantities to make
diecast tooling economic: the market
for models of obscure cars is clearly
limited and Autocult’s policy is to
produce each model in a limited
run of 333 pieces. These items are,
therefore, aimed at the connoisseur
and cost in the region of £90 each.
For that price, the purchaser not
only gets the very highest standard of
workmanship but has the opportunity
to own models which, only a few
years ago, no-one would ever have
envisaged being made available.
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MGA development story

Inventing the MGA
An MGA? Well, not really, as this is
the ‘George Phillips’ TD, which had
been rebodied for Le Mans in 1951.
Note that there is a lack of a door!

The MGA was Abingdon’s greatest post-war sports car. Produced from 1955
to 1962, over 100,000 were built – of which some were very special.
• WORDS: GRAHAM ROBSON. • PHOTOS: GRAHAM ROBSON ARCHIVE.
his, I promise you, is not
meant to be a routine
history of the MGA, which
we all know was a great
car and a huge success. This time
around, I thought I would bring you
some of the influences which led to
the launch of the new car and how
they affected its public image; also
some often-ignored off-shoots of
the mainstream design and some of

T
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the events surrounding the MGA’s
remarkable seven year career. It’s
important to remember that the MGA,
which went on sale in 1955 was rather
different from the car which Abingdon
had conceived some years before.
Let’s start, then, with the pretty little
one-off machine above. Superficially it
might look just like an MGA but, under
the skin, it was pure race-specification
MG TD. Abingdon built it to make

George Phillips’ private Le Mans
entry of 1951 a better aerodynamic
proposition than it had been in 1950.
Registered UMG 400, it could reach
116mph and lapped Le Mans at 80mph
average – before the engine blew.
In some ways, though, this was
definitely the inspiration for the
MGA’s real ancestor, EX175, right.
Irritated by the fact that UMG 400’s
chassis had made its racing driver sit
www.mgenthusiast.com

MGA development story
The EX179 record car was built
around a spare, lightened MGA
chassis frame but, in 1954, was
originally fitted with an unsupercharged TF1500 engine.

ABOVE: Nearly there. This was the famous EX175 prototype of 1952, looking
exactly as the production MGA 1500 became, but fitted with an XPAG TD engine.
up too far into the air-stream, chief
engineer Syd Enever then sat down and
drew up a new chassis frame that was
lower, wider and sturdier than before.
He saw it equipped with the latest in
TD running gear (including the 1250cc
XPAG power unit) and had his team
craft a production-style evolution of
UMG 400’s body. He put it on the road,
www.mgenthusiast.com

registered HMO 6, by the end of 1952.
Then came one of MG general
manager John Thornley’s biggest
disappointments: in the autumn of
1952, he took the car to Longbridge
to offer it for approval to his new
BMC boss, Leonard Lord, but found it
rejected because Lord had just given
the thumbs-up to the new Austin-

IF THE
DEMONSTRATION HAD
TAKEN PLACE THREE
MONTHS EARLIER IT
MIGHT HAVE BEEN A
DIFFERENT STORY.
Healey 100. If the demonstration had
taken place three months earlier it
might have been a different story.
Two years later, with the EX175
project on the back-burner,
Abingdon decided to build a newgeneration record car, for use on
the Bonneville Salt Flats in the
USA in 1954, calling it EX179.
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MGA development story
Aiming to do everything better than
their famous EX135 and using the
‘waste not, want not’ principal, they
based the entire car on a surplus
chassis frame from the EX175
project, lightened it considerably,
but used a TF1500 engine as the
original power plant. EX179 was
enormously successful, being reengineered and re-engined several
times in the next few years. It still
exists and is displayed in the British
Motor Museum at Gaydon.
Even before the MGA was
launched, Abingdon found time to
race prototypes at Le Mans, with
cars which looked like production
cars. Later in the year one of them
was re-designed with low-line front
wings and repositioned headlamps.
Three prototype EX182 cars
(light-alloy-bodied MGA prototypes)
competed at Le Mans in 1955. Two
of them finished fifth and sixth in
their capacity class, with the fastest
averaging 86.17mph (and covering
2,082.78 miles). Unhappily, Dick
Jacobs’ car crashed out, severely
injuring the driver, but thankfully
he made a good recovery.
MG was so proud of the initial
performance of these cars (which was
made in the full glare of publicity, even
before the MGA production machine
had been revealed) that they were
happy to loan the class sixth car (the
first driver of which was Ted Lund),
to The Autocar, whose driver, Harold
Holt, wrote a rather breathless test

ABOVE: Two of the three EX182
prototypes seen racing at Le Mans:
the Lund/Waeffler car is powering
ahead of the Lockett/Miles car.
LEFT: This was how Abingdon reprepared an EX182 Le Mans prototype,
with low-mounted headlamps, to see if
the aerodynamics were improved.

TWO OF THEM
FINISHED FIFTH AND
SIXTH IN THEIR
CAPACITY CLASS, WITH
THE FASTEST AVERAGING
86.17MPH...
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ABOVE: How often do you see a
stripped-out, ready for assembly,
MGA 1500 rolling chassis? This was
an original-spec. machine from 1955.
in the issue of 29 July 1955 when LBL
303 had already been prepared for the
Alpine Rally, subsequently cancelled.
Among Harold’s comments were:
“The suspension and roadholding are
of a very high order... as the speed
rises the suspension is remarkable…’
The MGA’s chassis (above) is rarely
seen. This is the complete rolling
chassis of a 1955-6 model, ready for
the Morris Bodies Branch and the
supplied bodyshell to be lowered into
place. The two six-volt batteries were
located neatly behind the seats, ahead
of the rear axle, though access for
checking and topping up battery fluid
cannot have been easy. Syd Enever’s
rationale for devising a chassis frame
with wide-swept side members is clear.

LBL 303 was the third of the EX182
prototypes which raced at Le Mans,
this car finishing 17th. The driver is
Harold Holt of The Autocar magazine.

www.mgenthusiast.com
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ABOVE: The MGA Coupé, complete with
a steel bubble-top and the luxury of
wind-up windows. It was a fantastic
car but, sadly, it was noisy and rather
hot in that cabin so it didn’t sell well.
The only shortcoming of the
attractively swept tail of the MGA was
that, with the spare wheel in place in
the boot, there was not much space
for any but ‘soft’ luggage around it.
This does not seem to have
hampered the car’s sales prospects,
especially as many customers
were trading up from a TD or a
TF where there was no enclosed
luggage space of any sort.
In any case, with a British sale price
set at £844 in 1955, which was only
£64 more than that of the final TF, and
no less than £78 below the price of a
Triumph TR3, no one seemed to be
complaining. Clearly the all-new MGA
was set to be a success for 13,410 were
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ABOVE: With its spare wheel on board, there really wasn’t much luggage space on
offer in the back of an MGA but many were happy to overlook this impracticality.
www.mgenthusiast.com

MGA development story
RIGHT: MG’s Abingdon factory looking
as busy as usual in 1955/56.We are
able to see MGAs on one assembly
line, ZA Magnettes on another and
Riley Pathfinders behind the pillars.
made in the first full year of production
(1956)and 20,571 followed in 1957,
which completely outstripped the
highest achieved by the TD or the TF.
Success like this, of course, was
significantly enhanced by the arrival of
the MGA Coupé in the autumn of 1956,
with its neat steel bubble-top roof,
allied to doors which had wind-down
window glass. Not only this, but the
windscreen was larger, and bowed,
also there was a wrap-around rear
glass window, external handles for the
doors and opening quarter-lights in
the newly-glazed doors. All this made
such a car, perhaps ordered with the
optional wire-spoke wheels, look very
desirable. Although there were some
complaints about the ventilation and
the noise inside the cabin, it was a style
which would persist until the MGA was
finally discontinued six years later.
Although the MGA Twin-Cam, which
first appeared in the showrooms
in 1958, was not a commercial

success, the engine itself could
be made remarkably race-reliable
in so many ways – not only for
rallying and long-distance record
breaking but for use at Le Mans
in the prestigious 24-hour race.
Even though BMC could not officially
enter the Le Mans race at the end of
the 1950s (following the horrendous

accidents during the 1955 race the
BMC Board had banned entry to Le
Mans) ways were found for Abingdon to
build a new car, with an all-aluminium
bodyshell, for Ted Lund to use. In 1959
this 130bhp-engined car was forced
to retire from the race after it collided
with a dog at high speed, resulting in
cooling system damage. In 1960

CLEARLY THE ALL-NEW MGA WAS SET TO BE A SUCCESS FOR 13,410
WERE MADE IN THE FIRST FULL YEAR OF PRODUCTION (1956).

ABOVE: Ted Lund’s MGA Twin-Cam was raced at Le Mans in 1959, 1960 and 1961. It is pictured here in its 1960 incarnation
which, equipped with a 1762cc engine capacity, went on to be triumphant in its class. Note the quirky under-grille spotlamps.
www.mgenthusiast.com
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AT ITS PEAK IN 1959, MGA ASSEMBLY EXCEEDED 23,000 A YEAR, ALL
ACHIEVED WITHOUT ANY POWER ASSISTANCE ON THE ASSEMBLY LINES.
it was rebuilt with a special coupéstyle (including some coupé panels
and doors), won its class, averaged
91mph and was seen to achieve more
than 130mph. In 1961 it lapped at
101.66mph before the engine failed.
Right from the start the MGA
was a great sales success, as any
photograph of the Abingdon assembly
lines made clear. In its first year the
MGA had its own dedicated assembly
line which ran alongside that of the
MG ZA Magnette saloon, and another
for the Riley Pathfinder but, from
1958/1959 there was a complete
upheaval, with the Riley and MG
saloon assembly moving out, AustinHealey 100-Six and Sprite moving in,
and Abingdon moving up towards the
construction of 50,000 vehicles a year.
At its peak in 1959, MGA assembly
exceeded 23,000 a year, all achieved

RIGHT: How to describe the MGA
Twin-Cam engine of 1958? Powerful,
big, complicated and impressive!

A press picture of the MGA
1600 MkII. “Please look at
my new-style tail lamps,
because not much else
has been changed.”
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All in all, 101,081 MGAs were built,
with the 100,000th going down the
Abingdon assembly lines in March
1962. It was on its way to the USA.

THE MGA HAD BECOME ABINGDON’S MOST
OUTSTANDING SUCCESS...
without any power assistance on
the assembly lines, which used only
‘man power’ to achieve movement.
Even so, what a pity it was that the
rugged-looking Twin-Cam engine of
1588cc was not a lasting success.
Designed and developed at Morris
Engines in Coventry, it had a breathing
layout very similar to that of the
Jaguar XK and Coventry-Climax FPF
power units, both of which were also
Coventry-based. Unhappily, in detail it
did not achieve their sort of reliability,
it seemed to have a very high-octane
requirement and, after a series of
service complaints from the USA, it
was discontinued. Only 2,111 TwinCam-engined MGAs were produced.
By the early 1960s, work on the
MGA’s replacement, the MGB, was
well-advanced but there was just time
for one minor re-vamp to be made.
www.mgenthusiast.com

The MGA, as the 1600, had been built
from 1959 to 1961 (during which
time 31,501 cars were produced), but
competition from rivals like Triumph
(TR3A) and Sunbeam (Alpine) was
intense. The final update therefore
was the MGA 1600 MkII, which was
revealed in the UK in June 1961. The
major update was the enlargement of
the engine from 1588cc to 1622cc, the
increase in engine power to 86bhp,
and a top speed over 100mph.
By 1962 everyone, including MG
enthusiasts, seemed to realise that the
MGA’s career was drawing gracefully
towards its close, though demand
never dropped away. Even so, at the
end of March, BMC was happy to
announce that the 100,000th example
had just been built at Abingdon, this
being specially finished in gold paint,
with cream trim, chrome-plated

wire-spoke wheels and white-wall
tyres. It was immediately shipped out
across the Atlantic for exhibition at
the New York Motor Show. All in all,
more than 70,000 MGAs had been
exported to the USA since the summer
of 1955 and the last cars of all left
the Abingdon factory in July 1955,
by which time production of the new
MGB was beginning to ramp up.
At this time, by any standards,
the MGA had become MG’s most
outstanding success, both in sales
and in profits made. One wonders just
how much more outstanding these
achievements would have been if
Len Lord had approved the prototype
which he first saw in 1952.

MGA production: 1955 to 1962
MGA 1500 ............................... 58,750
MGA 1600 MkI ........................ 31,501
MGA 1600 MkII ......................... 8,719
MGA Twin Cam ........................ 2,111
Total: ....................................101,081
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TECHNICAL Q&A
Have you got a technical problem with your MG? If so, the combined
expertise of Roger Parker and the MGOC Workshop may be able
to help. For details of how to access this free service, see p63.

MGF and TF exhaust configurations
Q

I have a 53 plate TF 1.8 and
I am trying to put it back on
the road using good, serviceable
second-hand parts. I have to fit an
exhaust and, having bought one
from an auction website, have
found it doesn’t fit and there is a
section missing. Can you help?

A

I am presuming that your missing
part is a section of exhaust pipe
with a 90° pipe section between the
catalyst exit and the rear silencer.
If this is the case it means you have
bought a rear silencer that is correct
for the car but that, at some period
in the car’s previous life, someone
has changed the original catalyst
for an earlier, MGF-pattern type.
When MG Rover started making
the 2001 model year MGF, from
1 September 2000, this included
the change from EU2 emission
requirements to EU3 and this was also
when MEMS 3 engine management
arrived for all, (previously only fitted
to the few Steptronic MGFs). One of
the added requirements of EU3 spec
was a need to measure the oxygen
content in the exhaust gases that were
coming out of the cat, to measure
its efficiency, and not just the single
sensor mounted in the exhaust near
to the engine. To accommodate this
the outlet flange on the earlier cat was
moved from its position at the exit of
the cat to halfway to the rear silencer

2001 MGF exhaust. Note later catalytic
converter and rear silencer configuration.
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Three MGF and TF exhausts. Pictured from the left: the MGOC Spares stainless steel
replacement for MGF 1995 to 2000. In the centre is a standard TF version and on the
right is a 2001 MGF with catalytic converter and second oxygen sensor still fitted.
Note the visible difference between the late MGF and TF is the tailpipe trims.
to now see the cat with an exit pipe and
90° bend before the flange to join the
rear silencer. This provided enough pipe
surface area as part of the cat to mount
the extra required oxygen sensor.
There is no standard MG part to ‘fill
the gap’ in your exhaust, although
there are aftermarket parts that
have this 90° pipe section as some
aftermarket replacement cats for the
later cars kept to the original car’s
‘short cat’ format but they made up a
90° section to bolt between the cat and
rear silencer mounting flange. These
90° conversion pipes also came with
a boss for the second oxygen sensor
for the EU3 applications, which was
also fitted with a threaded blanking
plug for applications when someone
wanted to fit a later configuration
exhaust on a pre-2000 MGF that
didn’t need that extra sensor.
Your car is to the EU3 spec so, in
simple terms, needs that second
oxygen sensor so your options are to
find one of the short 90° aftermarket
connectors and also a new oxygen

sensor. For info, the plug-in point for
this is on the flat panel in the engine
compartment between the engine
management ECU and the unused
(MGF configuration) upper damper
mounting in the body. Alternatively
you need to buy a later cat with that
built-in 90° pipe section that comes
with the second oxygen sensor boss.
I also have to bring up the fact
that MEMS 3 was very sensitive to
the type of lambda sensor fitted so
I strongly advise that a genuine MG
Rover or other new sensor specifically
made for Rover MEMS 3 systems be
used. I have lost count of the number
of owners who spend out on new
universal sensors for the cost saving
and find they are incompatible with
the car and the engine management
warning light stays on which is an MOT
check item today so it’s a problem!
Once you have overcome the current
base problem and have a completed and
sealed exhaust, the next expected issue
is probably going to be some difficulty
getting the exhaust emission down to
www.mgenthusiast.com
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A close up of typical corrosion damage
to the exhaust flange studs and nuts.

Early MGF fitted with a later MGTF rear silencer and a 90-degree cat-to-silencer
extension pipe. Note also that the original catalytic converter has been replaced here
with a small silencer for a small performance gain. Although fitting it would not upset
the engine’s running it would however make MOT compliance almost impossible.
satisfy MOT levels. This is unfortunately
a common problem as many cars are
now being used more for recreational
use with periods of inactivity rather than
mainstream daily use. It is common on
MOT emission tests to have to do much
more cat conditioning before doing
an emission test to get it through.
Conditioning is nothing more than
running the engine at higher rpm to
generate greater exhaust gas volume
to get the cat as hot as possible to
burn off accumulated internal surface
contamination. However, simply revving
the engine to higher rpm statically
doesn’t generate sufficient volumes of
exhaust so it is far better to drive the
car hard, in the lower gears, on a run
immediately before going for an MOT,
which puts the engine under load and
generates more exhaust gas volume,
and importantly, heat that is much
www.mgenthusiast.com

more likely to burn out contaminants
in the cat and result in an MOT pass.
My last comment is a standard
suggestion when any work is being
done on MGF or TF exhausts and this
relates to the corrosion that affects
the standard steel nuts and studs at
the joins between exhaust downpipe
and cat and then cat and rear silencer.
They are often in a worse state than
those shown. I suggest using ‘cat saver
nuts’ which are closed-end tube nuts
made from a more corrosion resistant
material, so several years later when
you want to change part of the exhaust,
it is simple and is not an all-day job.

This view shows the effective aftermarket ‘cat saver nuts’ when fitted to the front
flange of the catalyst. These should also be fitted to the rear flange of the catalyst.
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Non-starting MGB
Q

My1970 MGB is not starting.
The last time I drove it was last
year when all was well. There is
between a quarter and half a tank of
last year’s fuel and, when I turn the
ignition on, I get a clicking from the
back that I believe is the fuel pump. It
initially clicks fast but quickly slows
and stops. When I then crank the
engine over it turns over well and
consistently, as it always has done,
but doesn’t give any indication that
it wants to start. Can you help?

A

The MGB’s engine, like any classic
engine, is simple and this should
allow any reasonably mechanicallyminded owner to overcome minor
issues that prevent their classic MG
engine from starting. There seems
to be far more non-start and/or poor
running issues today following winter
lay-ups than there used to be, so fuel
degradation is the usual suspect. I
also expect the Covid-19 lockdown to
amplify these problems as this has
extended many cars’ winter storage.
A non-start demands a range of
checks and these vary depending on
the detailed characteristics that apply
when you are trying to start the engine.

In this case, with the apparent energetic
starter operation, the batteries appear
to be adequate and there appears to
be fuel pump activity, so my first check
area would be the ignition system.
Start by removing a spark plug HT
lead and, if you have a spare spark plug,
put the HT lead on that plug and lay it
against the metal of the engine so you
can see the gap between the two plug
electrodes. Otherwise remove a plug
from the engine, which also gives an
opportunity to examine its condition
and confirm it is serviceable. Now have
someone crank the engine over whilst
you are looking for a spark between
the two electrodes, without touching
the plug or lead. The spark should be
quite clear to see even in daylight, but
not direct sun. If there is a spark, your
attention moves to the fuel system.
However, if there isn’t a spark then
pull the king HT lead out from the
distributor cap (HT lead between coil and
distributor cap) and lay the exposed end
within half an inch of a metal surface
and then repeat the cranking test to look
for a spark between the exposed end
of the HT lead and the metal surface. A
spark means that the HT energy is being
lost between the distributor cap and
spark plug and the likely problem is a
defective rotor arm or distributor cap.
No spark means a failure of the
coil, points, or electronic ignition but,
before doing anything else, make sure
that the wires to coil and distributor
are all clean and secure and confirm
that there is 12v to the coil’s positive
terminal with a white wire, (note that
this car is negative earth), when the

Removing a spark plug allows checking
of its condition and gap. Then, with the
lead reconnected, you can check to see
if there is a spark at the electrodes.

The HT king lead is arrowed for clarity.
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An MGB engine, seen here with SU HS4
carbs and separate float chambers.

This is a sound engine so it reads at a
solid 160psi of compression pressure.

A spark plug lead being removed in
order to check if there is a spark.
ignition is on. No power on that white
wire means some other wiring fault
that is another series of tests checking
back through the ignition switch.
If there is 12v on the coil’s white wire
but no HT spark then you can check the
coil function by removing all wires from
the other coil terminal, the negative
terminal, (expect at least a white with
black tracer wire, possibly one more if
electronic ignition is fitted). This quick,
crude but effective coil test involves
making up a short piece (100 to 150mm)
of new insulated cable with each end
bared. With the ignition on you hold one
bared end of this new wire against the
negative coil and touch and lift the other
end on and off a clean metal surface to
act as an earth and confirmation of this
comes from small sparking as you lift
the wire. It also confirms there is power
present. Every time you lift the wire
from that metal surface you imitate the
opening of points in the distributor so if
the coil is OK then you will see a spark
from the still exposed end of the HT lead
from the last test. The presence of a
spark tends to indicate a failure of points
or electronic ignition switching, whilst no
HT spark tends to point to a coil failure.
Now backtrack to the first spark plug
and, if there was a good spark, then
the focus moves to the fuel system.
www.mgenthusiast.com
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SU HIF carburettors in an MGB engine
bay. Here the green arrow indicates fuel
feed and the red arrow denotes overflow.

I found a useful automotive purpose for
this cough medicine dispenser cup.

The apparently normal fuel pump
operation can be confirmed by just
gently easing loose one of the fuel
feed hoses to one carb. A strong spurt
of fuel as the hose is eased away is
confirmation of fuel pressure being
delivered by the pump but if there is no
obvious pressure then remove the hose
from the float chamber and hold it in
a small fuel-proof container whilst a
helper switches on the ignition and you
confirm strong spurts of fuel or not. Be
very careful when performing this test,
for obvious flammable reasons, and
you don’t want it in your eyes either.
The post-1964 MGB SU pumps deliver
more than 14 gallons per hour when in
fine fettle. If you want to verify this and
have a graduated container, it should
deliver a pint in just under 30 seconds.
(Note: you will want a small amount
of fuel for the next test so collected
fuel will be of use.) Of course if there is
no fuel spurting out or it is way under
that delivery then, even if the pump
is ticking away, that means either no
fuel above the pick-up in the tank, a
fuel line blockage, fuel tank breather
blockage or a pump problem. Poor fuel
flow or no fuel now involves another
series of checks but in this instance
this would be unexpected. A fuel tank
breather check can be performed
in a couple of seconds by taking the
filler cap off. A loud rush of air into
the tank and then fuel flowing at the
carbs is a confirmation of the breather
path in the cap being compromised.
If fuel is reaching the carbs then
an internal carb issue becomes the

suspicion and the next test bypasses the
carbs’ fuel delivery function and requires
the air filters to be removed. Now raid
the medicine cupboard and get one of
the small graduated cough medicine
dispensers and measure approximately
15ml of the fuel previously collected into
the dispenser and pour straight into one
carb’s open throat, then do the same for
the other carb. Immediately try to start
the engine with a slightly open throttle
(no choke needed). With a functional
ignition and sound engine then it should
immediately fire up and run for a couple
of seconds on the fuel you poured in
and then, if there is no back-up of fuel
flowing through the carbs, the engine
will stop, otherwise it may stutter
on for a few seconds before petering
out, confirming restricted fuel flow.
This restricted fuel flow through the
carbs may be due to the car being laid
up for several months and modern
fuel left in the carbs from when it
was last running will have seen the
volatile elements evaporate leaving
gummy remains that, over the weeks,
harden to a varnish-like residue
that isn’t readily dissolved with fresh
fuel. The nature of the connection
between the float chamber and the
main jet sees SU H and HS carbs more
affected than the HIF but even those
later carbs are far from immune.
The simple solution is what I term
an SU spring clean and you need an
aerosol can of carb or choke cleaner
spray as this fluid eats petrol deposits
on contact. Ideally do not switch the
ignition on before doing this spring

clean as having no, or less, fuel in the
float chambers makes the cleaning
more effective. Remove the fuel feed
hoses to each float chamber (on HIF
carbs you only have easy access to
the main front fuel feed hose), then
remove both carbs’ pistons and
dashpots, taking care not to mix parts
and not to bend the metering needle.
Insert the plastic straw that is taped
to the side of the can into the can’s
spray nozzle. This allows you to insert
the end of the straw just into each float
chamber’s fuel inlet. Spray for a couple
of seconds. Then go to the open top of
the carb and insert the straw just into the
top of the main jet and spray for three
seconds. (You may have to orientate the
can to ensure you get cleaning spray
rather than just propellant.) Repeat for
the other carb and then, after a couple of
minutes, repeat for both carbs and take
the opportunity to spray and clean the
inside of the dashpots, the pistons and
open carb body whilst you have access.
This should have dissolved any dried
fuel deposits, especially in the passages
to and through the main jets and, if this
was the problem, the engine should now
run, once the carbs are reassembled.
If using the petrol from the tank
doesn’t provide a running engine
then go and buy some fresh fuel and
repeat the test. If the engine then runs
you have confirmation that the fuel in
the tank needs changing, or heavily
diluting. If the engine still doesn’t
run then more complex and detailed
examination and checks are required.

The red arrows clarify where to pour the
15ml of fuel mentioned in the text.

The MG Enthusiast Helpline is brought to you by Roger Parker and the technical team at the MGOC workshop, who kindly provide the expertise to
solve your problems. So, if you are having trouble with your MG and need some help, please send full details and photos, if possible, to:
MG Enthusiast, Kelsey Media, The Granary, Downs Court, Yalding Hill, Yalding, Kent, ME18 6AL, UK or email mg.ed@kelsey.co.uk
We will reply to all queries as quickly as possible but some questions may require research so please allow up to 28 days. Please note that this
is a free service. Some complex questions may require more time than we can reasonably allow, in which case we will let you know.
Neither MG Enthusiast nor the MGOC can accept liability for loss, damage or injury resulting from replies to readers’ queries.

www.mgenthusiast.com
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2019 MG HS
1.5 T-GDI
EXCLUSIVE
DRIVEN BY: Jim Jupp
MILEAGE: 9,000
ON LOAN FROM MG: June 2020

Scream if you want to go faster
Back in 2019 we got to drive the manual MG HS at its UK press launch
and, ever since then, we’ve been itching to try the DCT Automatic version.
or several reasons, including a
pandemic, it’s taken some time
to experience this version of
MG’s large SUV, the HS Auto,
with its dual-clutch transmission (DCT)
in 7-speed format, with Super Sport mode.
I tried out an ‘Exclusive’ specification HS
and used it over the course of a week.
The HS is, without a doubt, packed
with exciting bits of kit and the large
‘Stargazer’ sunroof dominates the interior,
as well as its excellent quality leather trim
and infotainment centre display. The
HS even caught the eye of several of my
neighbours, asking about the exciting
new car on my drive. I told them that
they could pick one up for £25k. It really
stands out. When I was out and about,
photographing a modified ZR, the owner
was really taken by the HS’s ‘Galaxy’ grille.
But these are all areas we discussed
before in our December 2019 issue. It

F
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was that DCT gearbox I really wanted to
put to the test. Moving between driving
modes on the drive selector is relatively
intuitive but the position of the mode
indicator light, right next to the selector
itself isn’t that easy to see in bright
sunlight, exacerbated by the huge sunroof.
Thankfully the information is repeated
in the very informative dash display.
It became quite clear that the HS is no
slouch but it does scream quite a bit when
pushed, such as when you put your foot
down to the floor and kick-down comes
in. It revs quite happily, and vocally, to
6,000rpm to get to 70mph (112.7kmh)
when joining the motorway, and that’s in
‘Normal’ mode. It reminded me more of a
highly-strung small-bore engine but is in
fact a 1.5-litre turbocharged petrol engine,
with a claimed 162PS, and what feels like
a very flat torque curve but accelerating
more like a naturally-aspirated car.

▲ Super Sport mode livens up the

throttle response utilising the
steering wheel-mounted paddle
shifts for semi-auto gear selection.
Assistance through the power
steering is reduced while it is on.
www.mgenthusiast.com

▲ Thankfully the ‘Stargazer’ sunroof

comes with a sliding electric blind to
protect my baldy head from the sun.
▲ The MG HS is a spacious and

impressively-equipped large SUV
that comes in two main specifications:
Excite, and this one, the Exclusive.
Once at 70, calmness is reinstated.
With speed cameras seemingly
everywhere I think cruise control is a
very important driving aid. With the
HS set to 70mph we challenged it to a
rather steep motorway hill. I found the
sound level, when pressed, quite alarming
but not intrusive, as the DCT dropped
down the gears to maintain the torque
needed to propel the HS up the steep
gradient, but momentum wasn’t lost.
Also, pulling away quickly took some
getting used to, with a delay of between
1.5-to 2-seconds from pressing the throttle
hard into the plush carpets and the HS
springing into life. Accelerating from
50 to 70mph, common when leaving
yet another set of roadworks, it became
clear the HS can hold its head up high.
Even without the sensation of hard
acceleration, the speed limit is reached
more quickly than some other drivers on
the road anticipated. For fast A-roads and
country lane driving I think the torque
from the ZS EV was more rewarding.
As with the manual version the dash
and controls for cruise control were not
intuitive to me. With numerous displays
selectable via the steering wheel it was
important to keep an eye on which display
was selected, particularly with adaptive

cruise, which is a great feature, slowing the
HS to avoid other vehicles in the lane, but
the feeling of deceleration could be quite
extreme with the engine’s revvy nature.
Pressing the ‘Super Sport’ button has
to be done in the right environment, as
throttle response noticeably sharpens.
Manual gear selection is also then
available via paddles on each side of
the high-end steering wheel. But, with
the car’s size (4.57 metres long and
1563kg) and soft suspension, I found
letting the DCT gearbox work things
out to be a much smoother option than

manual. The suspension feels quite
soft, which is great for pot-holes, but
maybe stiffer suspension would be
better suited to Super Sport mode.
I’m sure HS owners get used to the
dash display after a short while but it
offers so much information that it can
be initially overwhelming. What I didn’t
quite understand was the flashing national
speed limit sign when cruising within
legal limits. I preferred the cruise control
display and found it the most informative,
in conjunction with the actual speed
displayed to the right of the display. I set
my desired speed just below the limit
preferable, as the speedo indicated speeds
slightly above and below that chosen.
The HS has the look and feel of a quality
SUV, ideal for most drivers in need of
an affordable SUV most of the time, be
that on a school run, to the shops or
simply cruising on the motorway. If you
require more than that there are good
alternatives out there for similar money
from the likes of Ford and Skoda, but
then it won’t have an MG badge on it.

▲ The HS’s load capacity is quite

generous. Perfect for my brand new
Gucci trug bag (Google it for a laugh).
www.mgenthusiast.com
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ALI HEATER KNOBS

S/S HEATSHIELD

72

MARTIN
SMITH
ǁǁǁ͘ŵĂƌƟŶƐŵŝƚŚŵŐƐƉĂƌĞƐ͘ĐŽ͘ƵŬ

The MG specialists for
MGF - MGTF - MG3 - MG6
Quality new and used spares.
Car trimmers/upholstery.
MG car sales and MG repair service.
dĞů͗ϬϳϳϮϮϭϳϱϰϳϯ
hŶŝƚƐϭΘϮ͕tĞƐƚůĂŶĞ&Ăƌŵ͕tĞƐƚůĂŶĞ͕ĂƐƚ>ǇĚĨŽƌĚ͕^ŽŵĞƌƐĞƚdϭϭϳ,
ŵĂŝů͗ƐŵƵĚŐĞŵŐΛǇĂŚŽŽ͘ĐŽ͘ƵŬǁǁǁ͘ŵĂƌƟŶƐŵŝƚŚŵŐƐƉĂƌĞƐ͘ĐŽ͘ƵŬ
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High Torque
Starter Motor.
British made £252

New Replacement MG RV8 Heatshield
Fits above catalysts on
the underside of the car.
Stops heat ingress and
paint burning on
underside of car £119.50
All Alloy 15 inch
Replacement Wheels for
the GTV8 With a highly polished
alloy rim.
Weighs approx
2kg lighter.
No further
rusting. £430.80

genuine & conversion parts

RV8
Expansion tank
£79.95

HERITAGE
APPROVED

Tel:
+44 (0)1746 710810
Fax:
01746 710999
email:
sales@mgv8parts.com

Callers by appointment only at

Highgrosvenor, Worfield, WV15 5PG
(between Bridgnorth & Wolverhampton)

OVERSEAS MAIL ORDER OUR SPECIALITY

RV8 MG Rocker
Covers £267 pair

RV8
Spax
Krypton
filled dampers

RV8 Petrol Tank
Sender with Seal
& Locking Ring.
£59.95

Adjustable on car
through 28 different
stages
£271.00 (front)
£301.30 (rear)
full set £552
- save £20.30

RV8
Headlight
Cowl in
composite
£114 each

• RV8 wood refurbishment
• Worldwide mail order services.
EZ Power Steering
Electric power steering for the RV8.
Silent operation. Only the steering column to be
changed. £1,794

RV8 Boot Stays. £30.20 each
RV8 Front
Radiator Cover
Black £209.50
Part Carbon Fibre
£239.80

Catering for all MGB, V8, V8 conversions
& RV8 vehicles.

NOW AVAILABLE
TO BUY ONLINE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

OSELLI
CLASSIC &
SPORTS CARS

Heads
Standard lead free
Stage 2 lead free
Stage 3 lead free
Stage 3A lead free
Stage 4 comp head

New, better quality,
harder wearing
replacement overmats.
Original patterns, colour
& embroidered with MG
logo. Pair RV8 mats
£99.50

Midget/ A Series
£2150
£2500
£2950
£2800
£3200

Engines
Standard lead free
Standard fast road balanced
Stage 2 fast road balanced
1293cc fast road stage 2
1380cc fast road stage 2
1400cc fast road stage 2

£2150
£2500
£2950
£3010
£3250
£4100

£540
£650
£780
£870
£3200

Heads
Standard lead free
Stage 2 lead free
Stage 3 lead free
Stage 3a lead free
Stage 4 Comp head

£540
£650
£780
£895
£3200

Other
Tubular long branch large bore exhaust
Oselli cast rocker cover £185
Weber carb kit £799
Performance distributor £265
Head and engines supplied on an exchange basis
Prices subject to VAT

www.mgenthusiast.com

RV8 BumpStops
in poly. Fit and
forget £55.20 pair

Oselli ltd, Greenway Business Park,
Winslow Road, Great Horwood, MK17 0NY
01993 849610 or 07831 597424

MGB
Engines
1800cc Lead free
1800cc Fast road balanced
1840cc Balanced stage 2
1950cc Standard lead free
1950cc Fast road stage 2

V8 Engine
Steady Bar
This is the best
you can buy for the money!
£59.60

ALL OUR ENGINES ARE NOW
INCLUSIVE OF WATER PUMP &
FULLY TESTED BEFORE DISPATCH

www.oselli.com

Other
Tubular long branch exhaust
Oselli cast rocker cover £185
Weber carb kit £795
Performance distributer £265.00
Head and engines supplied on an exchange basis
Prices subject to VAT
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My current MGF
project is solid
but scruffy.

1998 MGF
1.8I
OWNED BY:
Craig Cheetham
OWNED SINCE:
August 2019
MILEAGE: 109,000

Hair of the dog

As we know, Craig is a bit of a fan of the MG Rover stable and has a bit of a
reputation for rescuing and collecting them. Yet again he has come up trumps.
ith my MG ZS project
finished I decided I needed
another modern MG project
to crack on with. Ideally, I
fancied a ZT as I’ve always liked the
idea of bringing one back from the dead
but, in the end, my mind was made
up for me when one of the lads from
my rugby club alerted me to the fact
that his mum was getting rid of her
MGF which she’d owned since 2012.
She had just acquired a rather large
dog and needed something a bit bigger
in which to take him for walkies so she’d
bought a SAAB 9-3 Cabrio and needed
the MGF off her drive. The car had 11
months’ MoT, a new head gasket and
cambelt but was mine for just £450 if it
saved her the hassle of advertising it.

W
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▲ The paint on the bonnet looks like it has been polished with a scouring pad.
www.mgenthusiast.com

▲ The rough paint on the rear deck of my new MGF leaves a lot to be desired.

With the major engine work
done and no corrosion advisories
in its MoT history, I decided that
S981 UNG was a bit of a no-brainer,
despite the fact he told me the
“paintwork was a bit rubbish”.
He wasn’t lying, either. Although the
Anthracite F looks decent enough from
10 paces, the bonnet and boot lid (I’m

not really sure which is which on an
MGF but, seeing as it’s both of them, I
can get away with it) both looked like
they’d been machine-polished with a
Brillo pad, while the front bumper was
scuffed from its regular trips down
the country lane in which they lived.
But it was solid and healthy and the
perfect basis for a rolling restoration,

▲ Boot lock area has unsightly dent.

while the cream leather interior was an
unexpected and rather lovely bonus. The
hood, too, is in great condition, having
been replaced with the roof from a scrap
TF two years ago. The basis for a really
smart tidy-up job was apparent, so I set
about making a shopping list, which is
job number one with any new project.
First up was a new battery, as the
original was refusing to hold any

THE CAR HAD 11 MONTHS’ MOT, A NEW HEAD GASKET
AND CAMBELT BUT WAS MINE FOR JUST £450...

▲ The MGF’s front end will need some fresh paint or perhaps some new panels. The suspension will also need pumping up.
www.mgenthusiast.com
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▲ This fairly tidy cream leather interior and the premium steering wheel were an unexpected bonus find in my new MGF.

charge, so I bought an 075 battery
with a two-year warranty in a Euro
Car Parts flash sale for just £34. I
reckon that was a bit of a bargain.
The boot (or is it the bonnet?) is
beyond repair because, as well as the
crazed paintwork, there’s an unsightly
dent around the lock aperture that
looks niggly to push out. I added a
new one to my list of required parts;
even better if I could source one in the
correct colour. The bonnet was straight
enough and could be painted if needs
be, likewise the front bumper. It’s also
going to need a suspension pump-up
in due course, as it’s sitting a bit low,
so I’m going to see if I can revive my
old Hydragas pump from my Metroowning days and have a go at it myself.
Then, serendipity played a part. My
mate Norman runs a body shop and has
nearly finished his own MGF project:
an Amaranth Purple early car that he’s
completely rebuilt. But just as he was
about to put it back on the road, it blew
its head gasket... MGF life, right there!
Undeterred, Norm found himself a
scrap F as an engine donor, this one a
later model VVC so he could give his
purple peril some extra va-va-voom.
But the best bit? The 1999 car was
70 MGE AUGUST 2020

▲ Clear indicators will be replaced by OE-spec orange ones from the spares car.

...I BOUGHT AN 075 BATTERY WITH
A TWO-YEAR WARRANTY IN A EURO CAR
PARTS FLASH SALE FOR JUST £34. I RECKON
THAT WAS A BIT OF A BARGAIN.
www.mgenthusiast.com

finished in the same Anthracite metallic
as my 1998 example and, despite being
a bit grubby, the bonnet, bumper and
boot lid are all relatively unmarked
and will clean up almost perfectly.
I’d popped in to get a quote for
some paintwork on another of my
cars, so enquired of Norm what
his plans were for the rest of the F,
which had failed its MoT thanks to
rotten sills and a holed subframe.
He’d given £150 for the car and said
he’d like to get his money back from
breaking it, so I offered him the £70 I
had in my wallet for the panels I needed.
He was happy with that and I was even
happier. S981 UNG will be looking
better much sooner than I anticipated.
I’m also having the donor car’s orange
indicators, to replace the aftermarket
clear ones on my car and put it back to
standard, and he’s told me that if he gets
no takers for any of the other bits I can
just help myself as and when needed
and leave him a tenner next to the kettle.
So, with that in mind, I’m off to make
a brew and sort out a timeline for my
new project. Watch this space...

▲ The wings on the spares F are shot but the bonnet is definitely salvageable.

...I OFFERED HIM THE £70 I HAD IN MY
WALLET FOR THE PANELS I NEEDED.

▲ The rotten MGF donor car, which Norman picked up for £150, will go on to keep both Craig’s and Norman’s cars on the road.
www.mgenthusiast.com
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FREE ADS
FOR MAXIMUM IMPACT, INCLUDE A PHOTO WITH YOUR AD
Photos are printed free but cannot be returned. We can only accept one advert per reader per issue.

Email: FDUV#NHOVH\FODVVLĠHGVFRXN
Web: ZZZFODVVLFVZRUOGFRXN
Tel: 0906 802 0279

%\3RVW

(Lines open Mon to Fri, 10am-4pm, calls cost 65p per
minute plus network extras. Calls from mobiles and some
networks may be considerably higher). Service provided by
Kelsey Media.

Kelsey Publishing Ltd,
The Granary, Downs Court,
Yalding Hill, Yalding, Kent,
ME18 6AL

READERS’ ADVERTISEMENT COUPON
CATEGORY:

FOR SALE
VEHICLES

WANTED
PARTS

MISCELLANEOUS

ADVERT DETAILS:

ADVERTISER DETAILS:

Make/Model: .............................................................................................

Name: ........................................................................................................

Year: .................. Price: ...................... Mileage: ......................................

Address: ....................................................................................................

Main Text (no more than 30 words): .........................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Town: .........................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

County: ......................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Postcode: ..................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Telephone: .................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Email (optional): ........................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

PRIVATE ADVERTISERS ONLY MUST SIGN HERE:

Ad Contact Number: .................................................................................
(The goods advertised are not offered by way of trade.)

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE
• We reserve the right to refuse any advert.
• $GYHUWVDUHSXEOLVKHGVXEMHFWWRVSDFH.HOVH\0HGLDFDQQRWJXDUDQWHHVSHFLĠF
issues into which adverts will appear.
• This service is for private advertisers only. Anyone trading more than 12 adverts in a
year will be regarded as trade.
• Traders please contact the sales person on 01233 228750.
• Kelsey Media reserves the right to edit adverts that exceed the 30 word limit.
• Kelsey Media cannot be held responsible for illegible or inaccurate advert descriptions.
• Advertisers can include one photograph free of charge. This photo will be published
subject to space and cannot be returned. Emailed digital photos must be in JPEG format.
• $OODGYHUWVDQGLPDJHVZLOOEHNHSWRQĠOHIRUDPD[LPXPRIPRQWKV
• When submitting an advert, you all assign all copyright of the words and photos to
Kelsey Media and agree to waive all moral rights in relation to the advert.
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• Kelsey Media’s customer service representatives reserve the right to terminate
telephone calls if the caller becomes abusive.
• Advertisements may appear in other relevant Kelsey Media publications.
• By submitting advertisements to Kelsey Media you are agreeing to the above Terms & Conditions.
• No other correspondence can be entered into.
• Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977. Dealers and traders are reminded
that they are committing an offence if readers are led to believe that goods are being
offered by a private seller.
 Tick here to receive email newsletters and offers from MG Enthusiast.
 Please tick here to receive our Classics World e-newsletter and offers.
Tick the box if you are happy to receive this information about other Kelsey
publications, events, promotions and products that may be of interest to you.
For further information please refer to our Privacy policy at https://www.kelsey.co.uk/privacy-policy/
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01480 400 778
MIDGETS

MGA

MGB ROADSTER

MGB GT

£POA. Midgets and Sprites bought
and sold. Whether buying or selling.

Contact the specialist Mike Authers
on 07703 465224. View current stock
at www.mgmidgets.com. URGENTLY
WANTED, Chrome bumpered,
Midgets and Frogeyes. We buy
outright or sell on commission. (T).
07703 465224 (KP)

&DUVIRUVDOH
MGA

1960, £32,995. Iris Blue, blue
leather trim, arm rest and fully
restored car from bare shell,
everything restored or replaced
and fully re-chromed, all new trim,
bare shell repaint, new wings, boot
carpets and boot rack. Unleaded
rebuilt engine, 5 speed gearbox
conversion for effortless touring.
Superb car, last owner since 1973!
Would cost in excess of £60k to
restore MGA Coupe like this. Please
call 01953717618, East of England.

1970, £12,950. Fully rebuilt
early 2000s with little use since.
Uprated engine, leather interior
and overdrive. Mohair hood. New
brakes 2020. Excellent paintwork.
Please call 01844 281700, South
East.
101751

MGB ROADSTER

1957, £31,950. Old English White,
red leather and chrome wires.
Uprated engine, hi gear 5 speed
conversion, 1600 front disc brakes.
Full restoration completed over past
2 years. Professional Repaint and
body colored underneath. Mohair
hood. Please call 01844 281700,
West Midlands.

MGB GT
1970, £16,950. Low mileage since
built, leather interior, chrome
wires and overdrive. Previously
supplied by us. Immaculate paint
and bodywork. Please call 01844
281700, South East.
101753

MGB ROADSTER

102139

MGA

1969, 44000 miles, £18,000.
Tartan red and black leather
seats. Red piping. Chrome wire
wheels, unleaded engine. Over
drive totally restored. Please call
01584873549, West Midlands.
102371

MGB ROADSTER
1959, £29,995. MG A 1600 Roadster
presented in its original colour of
dove grey with red interior. The car
has an interesting history, having
been purchased and restored by
actor Michael Crawford in the 70’s
with all the paperwork still in the ﬁle.
The history ﬁle accompanying this
car is honestly one of the biggest I’ve
ever seen with a classic with several
folders full of receipts dating back the
early 70’s along with plenty old MoT
certiﬁcates, tax disks and even a very
well read copy of the Haynes repair
manual. Please call 01590 612999 ,
South East.

1980, 9000 miles, £13,950.
Unique
original
unrestored
example.
Vermillion. The last
owner upgraded it with new leather
seats, mohair hood and minilite
wheels. Heritage certiﬁcate. Drives
as new. Please call 01844 281700,
West Midlands.

102170

102137

www.mgenthusiast.com

1976, 71,700 miles, £24,995.
This exceptional example offers an
exciting chance to own a true piece
of 1970’s Britain, one of the most
original factory MGB V8’s we have
ever had the pleasure of owning
in our 30 years of business. Being
one of only 742 rubber bumper
V8 models produced, it could be
difﬁcult to come by such a lovely
time warp MGB again, especially
featuring the provenance and
originality of this example. Please
call 01944 758000 , Yorkshire and
the Humber.
102306

102098

MGB ROADSTER

01480 400 778

1979, 105813 miles, £5,395.
Lots of money spent, MoT from
81 onwards, lots of extras and
works and runs well. Please call
07581007090, North West.
101502

1971, 116.452 miles, £6,995.
Automatic owned by us since 1991.
Bodily restored and waxoyled 1992/3.
Bare metal respray in original colour
“Blaze”. No rust. Paint getting a little
tired. Suspension and brakes rebuilt.
Comes with refurbished original
RoStyle wheels with new tyres and
set of chrome wires in photos. New
interior ﬁtted.(except roof lining).
Reason for sale - I have difﬁculty
getting out of it now. Please email

candc@lineone.net , South West.
102379

enquiries@mgsforsale.com

URGENTLY WANTED

ANY MG
ANY YEAR,
ANY CONDITION
View our stock online at: www.mgsforsale.com
01707 876089 or 07831 556666
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01480 400 778
MGB ROADSTER

1972, £8,450. British Racing Green,
wooden dash, overdrive and alloys.
Full body repaint in 2002 and body
shell in excellent condition. Please
call 01844 281700, West Midlands.
102138

MGB GT

MGB ROADSTER

£27,995. This was Motorsport mag
press car from new and they used
it for over 45,000 miles from 1965
including rallies in the 1960s and
lots of others tours etc. The car was
looked over by Bill Nicholson who
was one of the best working on
MGBs in the 1960s. We have a large
invoice file with this car going back
to 1970. Please call 01462 490049
100751

MGB ROADSTER

MGB GT

96000 miles, £22,995. Genuine
chrome bumper V8 with Heritage
certiﬁcate + large history ﬁle. Older
restoration but still in very good
condition both mechanics and body.
Full leather plus upgrades. MOT but
now exempt. Please call 07801227518,
North West.

01480 400 778

MIDGET

1972, £1,575. Round wheel
arch model. Rock solid shell
including bonnet and boot.
Engine runs beautifully,
recon gearbox with no miles
and 5 new tyres. Please call
07934044269, East Midlands.
101679

MIDGET

102065

MGB GT

1973, £28,995. The is a genuine
chrome bumper Factory V8. Finished
in blue with grey leather trim. Car has
had both front and rear wings made
wide by about one inch for a subtle
but extremely attractive look. Great
number plate included in sale. Work
carried out at Brown and Gammons.
Extensive history ﬁle - a truly lovely
car. Please call 01462 490049,
South East.
102157

MGB ROADSTER

1965, £19,995. Beautiful, rebuilt
using a new Heritage bodyshell in
approx 1990, black leather seats
with red piping, painted wire
wheels, motalita steering wheel,
full tonneau and stainless steek
bootrack and overdrive. Please call
01462 490049
100753

1967, £10,950. Old English
White, wires and overdrive. Good
history of its restoration. Rebuilt
throughout with excellent under
bonnet condition. Structurally
as it should be. UK Car, Heritage
certificate showing it was white
from new. Please call 01844
281700, South East.

MGF

101750

70,000 miles, POA. In very
good order, well looked after
with hardtop in red with all the
accessories, radio, CD, new mag
wheels, red interior with full service
history. Please call 07769708651

MIDGET
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MIDGET
2000, £8,995. Presented in
wonderful metallic blue/ black
coachwork with contrasting
red and black interior and with
various “sympathetic” and subtle
upgrades to enhance the overall
driving experience!. Please call
01623 411476

MIDGET

MGB GT

100750

100479

100576

100078

£35,995. In British racing green,
works hardtop in white. Fitted Roll
cage and competition harness. On
competition wire wheels, 1840cc
race engine, Weber, extractor
manifold, close ratio overdrive
gearbox, adjustable rear Armstrong
dampers. Riguard seats, Motalita
steering wheel. Currently LHD but
can be easily converted if required.
All fuel/brake/wiring routed inside
car. Tank and sump shield and
reinforced single box exhaust.
Please call 01462 490049

1973, 21000 miles, £7,000.
Great car head turner, genuine
mileage and loads of paperwork.
Please call 07973458544

34000 miles, £27,950. Aconite
no.1856. Professional repaint just
completed on rust free original
body shell. Full sunroof. New tyres
and shock absorbers in 2019. Rare
low mileage example. Heritage
certificate. Please call 01844
281700, South East.

1978, 18000 miles, £8,995. This
Midget was part of the Jaguar/
Land Rover collection with only
18000 miles recorded. It comes
with MOT’s dating back to 1993.
Apart from the paint work the car
looks to be original and in very
good condition in keeping with the
mileage. Very attractive and fun
car. Please call 01485 541526,
East of England.

1974, £5,995. Blaze, autumn leaf
trim, restored car, totally solid,
home restoration and drives
superbly. Weber carb. Great little
car. Please call 01953717618

101749

102117

100742
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FOR THE

SPECIALIST CAR INSURANCE
W I T H YO U I N M I N D

01480 400 778
MIDGET

1962, £18,995. Almond green,
shadow green trim, grey roof,
totally immaculate. Totally restored
car, probably the best MK1
available. Restored by ourselves
in 1992 and still looks like it’s just
been done. Immaculate underside,
detailed engine bay, interior
trim etc. Original spec, down to
original wheels. Period steering
wheel. Drives like new. Unique
opportunity to aquire a very rare
car. Please call 01953717618

MIDGET

1978, 71000 miles, £3,500. MoT
and tax exempt but has 11 month’s
MoT. Alloy wheels, 1500cc, soft top.
Please call 07943807193, North
West.
101823

RV8

100743

1949, £29,995. Old English
white, green trim, superb restored
example. Frame and body superb,
Just had steering box, new wheels
and tyres. New dash, Brooklands
steering wheel, 5 speed box and a
lovely car and a pleasure to drive.
Please call 01953717618, East of
England.

YB

£7,995. Fully restored shell, 1/2
completed renovation. Converted
to L/H/D. Needs trim and ﬁnishing,
panels painting etc. Thousands spent
to date. Please call 01953717618,
East of England.
102097

MG ZS

102103

MIDGET

1974, £9,995. Glacier white,
Autumn leaf interior, lots of history
and a lovely car. Bare shell re-spray
within the last 10 years and just
been through our work shop, MoT
exempt but will have a fresh MoT
and tax exempt. Please call 01462
490049

TC

01480 400 778

MG TF
1995, 48500 miles, £22,995.
Woodcote green, stone beige
trim, new beige mohair hood,
new (original) tonneau, interior
in excellent condition, new door
cards. Re veneered dash console
and door caps. Screen frame
excellent (refurbed). Fitted with
power steering, upgraded to Clive
Wheatley Spax shocks. Suspension
poly bushed. New clutch and slave
cylinder, new boot stays, in fact
all the usual RV8 foibles all sorted
out. Excellent example. Please call
01953717618, East of England.
102102

MGB ROADSTER

100752

2003, 67000 miles, £3,795.
MLS head gasket, New cam belt,
Stainless cooling pipes, Half leather
trim, Front fog light, 4 pot brakes,
16 inch 11 spoke wheels, 12
months, MOT and gasket warranty,
3 month warranty. Please call
01993778060, South East.

£16,340. Pearl black, 17’’
alloy wheels, 1.5 engine,
petrol model, leather style
seats, reverse parking camera
and sensors, apple carplay,
Bluetooth phone and audio, DAB
digital radio, 3 steering modes,
cruise control, 8’’ colour touch
screen control, air con and
electric windows. Please call
01462 490049, South East.
102155

MG ZS

102123

MG TF

MIDGET

1976, £12,995. British racing
Green, Autumn Leaf trim.
Everything on this car has been
renewed or refurbished. All new
trim. Over £12,000 spent on
parts alone, plus 1000’s of hours.
Immaculate inside and out and
underneath! Fantastic value. Please
call 01953717618

1969, £19,995. A beautifully
restored MB G Roadster. The
car has had a recent bare metal
respray in Mineral Blue, full retrim
and has had a fortune spent
on servicing and maintenance.
The car has had some choice
upgrades, 1-2-3 electronic
ignition, a full stainless steel
exhaust, new chrome wire
wheels and tyres and a brand
new mohair soft top. Please call
01590 612999, South West.

2004, 65000 miles, £2,295.
Stainless cooling pipes, Recent
cambelt and MLS headgasket,
Fully Serviced. Please call
01993778060, South East.

100744

100904

102126
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£14,045. 5 seats standard
features,
17inch
turbine
alloy wheels, 8 inch colour
touchscreen, air conditioning,
Bluetooth connection, apple
carplay, cruise control, DAB radio,
drivers one touch up and down
anti trap electric window, front
dual airbags, front side airbags
and side air curtain, front and rear
head restraints, four, hill launch
assist and much more. Please call
01462 490049, South East.
102154
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BEST UK DEAL 6 ISSUES FOR JUST £21.99
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Here at Kelsey Publishing we take your privacy seriously and will only use your personal
information to administer your account and to provide the products and services you have
requested from us. We will only contact you about our special offers via the preferences
you have indicated above and you can update these at any time by emailing us at subs@
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We may wish to contact you regarding our special offers that we believe would
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Email
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Text Message.
We will not pass your details onto third party companies.
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YOUR EXCLUSIVE
SUBSCRIPTION
OFFERS TO

Never miss an issue
Free delivery
Exclusive content
Great savings

FISHER SERVICES...

THE BEST SELECTION OF MG PARTS

As the SE London and Kent premier MG specialist, we
offer a comprehensive range of services including: full
workshop facilities and extensive stock of parts for all your
MG requirements. Specialising in all MG models from
pre-war to present.

Handcrafted bespoke bodywork

Call:

We have staff with over
50 years MG experience
to care for your MG

020 8776 7695 NOW!
Please quote MG Enthusiast when phoning

(PDLOLQIR#ÀVKHUVHUYLFHVFRXN

ZZZÀVKHUVHUYLFHVFRXN
TRADE MEMBER

Unit 11, Abbey Trading Estate, Bell Green Lane,
Lower Sydenham SE26 5TW

MG OWNERS’ CLUB
MEMBER RECOMMENDED
SUPPLIER

YOUR KEY TO A BETTER MG

PAUL DEPPER MGS
SALES, SPARES, SERVICING & REPAIRS

T: 07900 431244
E: enquiries@rps-ltd.info
www.rps-ltd.info

QUALITY MG SPARES SINCE 1982

MGF/TF Hardtop available shortly

Classic & modern MG Spares available in store
& online via our website & ebay, plus;
* Car Sales * Inspections & Reports * T4 Diagnostics *
* Servicing * MOT *

Panels for the MGB GT and Roadster including rubber bumper
conversion kit and VeeBee Wings
RPX kit for the MGF and TF
NEW RPS-S kit for the MGF

WE HAVE MOVED TO NEW PREMISES IN BRIDGTOWN
Please visit us there or at our growing online store at;

WWW.

.COM

Unit 3 Park Venture Centre, Park Street, Bridgtown, Staffordshire, WS11 0BT
www.pauldeppermgs.com | 01543 570251 | info@pauldeppermgs.com
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classic car
insurance
PBIS specialises in classic car insurance,
as well as insurance for other collectable
classic vehicles. As a company built on
passion, we strive to deliver exemplary
levels of service and customer satisfaction.
We have been arranging insurance for
your classics for over 30 years, so we
know what is important to you.

Policy benefits may include:
• Free agreed valuations
• Roadside assistance and recovery
within UK/EU
• Limited mileage options
• Discounts for multiple car ownership
• Club member discounts

ask us today about our classic mg cover
call now for an instant quote

01376 574000

visit: www.classiccarinsurance.co.uk
email: info@classiccarinsurance.co.uk

Peter Best Insurance Services Ltd
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registration No. 307045 | Registered in England No. 2210270

Steering Wheel Restoration

Steering wheel restoration, v
modern cars, tractors, lorries,
buses, boats. Bluemels, Celluloid, Bakelite, Wood & Plastic.

WHO  

ZZZ6WHHULQJ:KHHO5HVWRUDWLRQFRP

0RGHUQ 5HOLDELOLW\
&ODVVLF (QMR\PHQW

 
 
High Output Alternators
High Torque Starter Motors
Dynator Conversions
Wire Wheel Balancing Kits

Engineered in the Heart of England

ͤͥ͜͟͢͢͝͠͞͞͠
 ȁ Ǥȁ

WWW.F OSSE WAYP ERFORMANCE.CO.UK
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To advertise,
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Laura on
01233 228754
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❯❯ PRE-ORDER THE NEXT ISSUE TODAY
AND GET FREE DELIVERY
BUYERS’ GUIDE: MG MAGNETTE

SEPTEMBER

ISSUE
ON SALE

14 AUGUST

September 2020 / No. 392

IT’S A WRAP! TUNED 2003 MG ZR
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C
All-steel Sebring-styled
5-litre Rover V8
1979 MGB GT

MUST-BUY

MG products

PRE-ORDER YOUR COPY ONLINE https://shop.kelsey.co.uk/MGE2010
ORDER BY PHONE +44 (0)1959 543747** QUOTE REF: MGE SEPTMBER
Terms and conditions apply. *Delivery is included in the cover price for UK customers only. An additional £1 will be added to any overseas addresses.
**Lines open Mon-Fri 8.30am - 5.30pm (GMT+1). Calls charged at your standard network rate. Front cover for illustration purposes and subject to change.
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ANDR E W RO B E R T S re fle ct s o n hi s mon t h i n t he wo rld o f M G

POWER
TO
SURPRISE
MG ZT 260 PROVED A COMPELLING MILE-EATING PACKAGE
There can be no argument that
V8 power can transform an
essentially standard design, as MG’s
transformation of the MGB proved
in the MGB GT V8. The marriage
of the venerable Buick-derived V8
with the MGB gave us what is still
a much-coveted model that was
successfully reprised in the MG
RV8. Anyone who has driven either
variant of the classic Abingdon design
will confirm the rightness of the
approach. Of course, the transatlantic
adoption of large-capacity V8s
was particularly suitable for long
interstate drives and, coupled with
low vehicle and fuel prices, this would
prove a compelling combination. It
was never better epitomised than
in the Ford Mustang that defined
the entire ‘pony car’ concept. An
unbroken production run from 1964
to date needs no further comment.
So, when the MG Rover board
sought a flagship model for their
highly successful ZT range it was no
surprise that Nick Stephenson, Rob
Oldaker and his colleagues looked
across the Atlantic for V8 power and
where better than the Ford Mustang?
The basis was the drivetrain from the
2004 model year Mustang: the 4.6ltr
V8 further developed by performance
specialists Roush Industries to deliver
260PS and a massive 400Nm of
torque, endowing the MG ZT with a top
speed of 155mph and moving it into
genuine supercar territory. No longer
could this be the standard FWD but
instead it was now a longitudinallymounted V8 with rear-wheel drive,

These MGR test vehicles were pre-facelift examples and the 260 ZT and ZT-T were not
embellished with additional branding other than an understated V8 badge at the rear.
the major chassis changes being
superbly engineered by Prodrive. The
gearbox was 5-speed manual and the
rear suspension fully independent
with Dana Hydratrak limited slip
differential and uprated braking.
How well did the package work?
Suffice to say it was a transformation
and, reassuringly, it was a total
driver’s car with the ability to cover
prodigious mileage with effortless
ease. Admittedly, to discover its
ultimate top speed you would
need an unrestricted Autobahn
but essentially this was a refined
ultra-high-performance model,

...260PS AND A MASSIVE 400Nm
OF TORQUE, ENDOWING THE MG ZT
WITH A TOP SPEED OF 155MPH...
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whether in saloon or tourer form.
The latter proved to be an ideal
tow car that was readily embraced
by the racing community.
My experience behind the wheel
of both versions surprised me.
Streaming wet roads (why, whenever
I drove a high performance vehicle,
was this always the case?) urged
caution with the right foot but this
proved unwarranted. The ZT 260 was
totally surefooted and predictable.
Regrettably the short test drives
from Longbridge only left us wishing
for some longer fast road work,
allied to a track test. The frustration
of the ZT 260 was merely that its
production life was so short and
its potential unrealised as a result
of the MG Rover collapse. This will
always remain a disappointment
and a lasting cause for regret now
that the entrepreneurial spirit and
engineering genius of the Longbridge
team has been extinguished.
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MG B GT, 1970. Metallic Blue, Very rare original MGB
colour Riviera Bue. We ﬁtted an overdrive gearbox, rebuilt
unleaded engine and new chrome wire wheels. Body
completely restored last year including new sills and
new wings. Interior in excellent condition and factory
speciﬁcation.
£14,000

MG B Roadster Mk1, 1966. Mineral Blue, Overdrive, Wire
wheels, Leather. Restored condition throughout. 35 years
service history, 25k miles since restoration and rebuilt
engine. Black leather Mk1 interior piped in blue in excellent
condition. Chrome wire wheels. Brand new hood. £14,000

MG B GT, 1968. Primrose Yellow, Overdrive, Wire Wheels.
Body restoration completed May 2020; New wings, sills,
and complete bare body respray. Fitted with black leather
interior. Stunning paintwork! Brand new chrome wire
wheels.
£12,500

MG B GT, 1973, Damask Red. Fitted with overdrive and
Superlight alloy wheels. Nut & bolt rebuild, rust free.
Rebuilt engine, gearbox, and rear axle. New front and rear
suspension, brakes, petrol tank, exhaust, springs, etc. etc.
New chromework. New black interior, with cloth seats piped
in red. ZERO MILES – completion due next week. £12,500

MG B Roadster, 1973. Old English White, Overdrive,
Chrome wire wheels, Leather, Bare metal respray in 2017,
bodywork amazing condition. Rebuilt engine only 20k
miles. Tan interior. New Mohair style hood. New chrome
wires. Service history/MOTs dating back 30 years. £11,500

MG B GT 1970. Iris Blue. Wire Wheels. Total bare metal
respray. Body & paintwork rust free! Rebuilt engine,
overdrive gearbox functions in 3rd and 4th. Fully serviced,
new oil cooler, brakes, etc. Stainless steel exhaust. Black
original spec. interior, new carpet in very good condition.
Looks stunning and drves really well.
£10,500

MG B GT, 1971. British Racing Green, Overdrive. Wire
wheels, Leather. Bare metal respray completed in 2020,
with stunning paintwork. Sills and ﬂoors solid. Rebuilt
engine with overdrive gearbox. Refurbished Wire wheels;
Black leather interior piped in white in lovely condition.
ARRIVING NEXT WEEK
£10,000

MG B GT, 1972. Very rare Grampian Grey MG B GT,
overdrive, and wire wheels. Complete bare body respray
completed in 2020. New red/piped in black leather interior;
Webasto sunroof.
£9,500

MG B GT, 1974. British Racing Green, Overdrive, Fitted with
a 2 litre Oselli engine, Higher performance noticable when
driving! Lowered suspension adds to road holding; Great
fast road classic. Fresh paintwork in stunning condition;
Black cloth interior in good condition
£9,000

MG Midget Mk3, 1275cc, 1968. Trafalgar Blue, Chrome
Wire Wheels. Restored bodywork with new sills and respray
this year. Black leather interior; Hood in excellent condition.
£8,500

MG TF 2003. British Racing Green. Only 57k miles from
new with service history. Head gasket replaced at 42k miles
with invoice. Bodywork in excellent condition with no rust.
Black cloth interior, excellent hood with new rear glass,
includes matching HARD TOP, 16” alloy wheels.
£2,250

MGEAugust20

MG B Roadster 1971. Flame Red, Flame Red, Overdrive,
Wire wheels. Professionally restored, exceptional condition
with rust free bodywork. Approx. 28k miles. Previously owned
by an MG enthusiast for the past 26 years.New chrome wire
wheels, new rear suspension, new discs, etc. Black interior
in excellent condition; Brand new mohair hood.
£14,500

